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Introduction  
JumpSport is a company that designs and tests outdoor and exercise trampolines for commercial and 
recreational use.  The company currently uses a homemade machine for lifecycle and fatigue testing 
of trampoline springs and bungees to validate their current design. They currently have an operating 
machine for performing spring cycle and fatigue testing on springs and bungees of varying length and 
stiffness.  The data collected by this machine is saved into a csv file, which is later opened with Excel 
for graph creation and results analysis.  
More recently, JumpSport has developed a product called the Wurf Board. This product is an anti-
fatigue mat, designed to look like a small surf board, that promises to improve the experience of the 
increasingly popular standing desk in the work place. To test this product, JumpSport uses a modified 
drill press, and manually performs the test and records the data. 
Although both testing machines still operate and provide the necessary data, JumpSport is looking to 
revise both of their current test machines. To improve the life-cycle testing machine, JumpSport would 
like to reduce testing time and add key features that would improve the design for more frequent use. 
These key features would include: 
• Quiet operation 
• Speed Control 
• Can fit inside of an office space  
• Improved calibration methods 
• Simultaneous testing of multiple springs and bungees 
• Can be serviced in-house  
Additionally, they would like to incorporate a feature that will include improved Wurf Board testing 
capabilities. 
It is also imperative that the new testing devices incorporate safety features including, but not limited 
to, an enclosure, a lockout, and emergency shutoff.  
This final design report includes the following major sections:  
• Background: Provides information on the existing product, competitor products, and previous 
senior project work. 
• Objective: A statement of the goals of this senior project group, an outline of the engineering 
specifications that will drive this project and an analysis of the challenges they pose, and a 
discussion of future testing plans.  
• Design Development: A discussion of the design concepts generated by the team as well as 
the selection process that lead to the leading concept. 
• Final Design: A functional description of the selected design, as well as discussion of 
supporting analysis and material selection process. Maintenance considerations will also be 
addressed in this section. 
• Safety Considerations: Any potential hazards that could occur due to machine operation will 
be addressed, along with how the team mitigated these possible issues.  
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• Manufacturing Considerations: The fabrication process that the team utilized to create the 
designed parts and features, and bring them together for assembly.  
• Design Verification: The testing that the team put the project to, and a check of how the 
finished product aligned with the desired specifications.  
The included Appendix contains the analysis that accompanies the results of the design process 
presented in this document, an operating manual for the software that accompanies the project, and 
any other miscellaneous supporting information. 
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Background 
To verify that JumpSport’s springs and bungees are superior to competing products and satisfactory 
to their customers, the company extensively tests their products to the point of failure to determine 
the life span of each kind of spring or bungee. For the past several years, JumpSport has been using a 
life cycle test machine that was fabricated in house using low cost/scrap material and easily sourced 
components. The machine currently resides in an outdoor shed, offsite from JumpSport’s main office. 
The machine is shown below in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. JumpSport’s Spring Cycle Test Machine in its current location. 
To prevent the sound of the running device from disrupting the neighborhood where it is located, the 
shed has been heavily insulated and sound proofed. The shed is not, however, weather-proofed, and 
the testing machine has become corroded and dirty. JumpSport’s current device uses a 0.5hp motor 
with a gearbox to drive their system. A shaft collar, which is prone to failure as shown in Figure 2, is 
used to couple the driveline to a custom machined plate with eccentrically drilled holes. After many 
testing cycles, the collar cracks along one of its mounting holes, and the crack propagates from the 
outer diameter to the inner diameter, rendering it useless.  
 
Figure 2: The Flange-Mount 
Shaft Collar, purchased from 
McMaster-Carr. Photo taken by 
a team member while visiting 
JumpSport’s testing location. 
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The holes located on the machined plate allow the operator to control the stroke of the cycle for each 
test. Several self-fabricated attachments which are mounted on a cantilevered shaft can be used in 
conjunction with the plate to test the springs and the bungees, either one or two at a time.   Opposing 
the plate and driven fixture is a fixed mount which holds the other end of the bungee/spring. This is 
also where the load cell is located.  Attached to the load cell is a lead screw which is adjusted to 
accommodate different spring sizes.  The load cell is connected to a 4-input Phidget Bridge, shown in 
Figure 3, which measures the maximum and minimum force determined by the load cell.  
 
Figure 3: The Phidget Bridge 1046 [8]. Photo used from the product information page of 
Phidgets.com  
A computer near the machine uses a data acquisition system to save the incoming data into a csv file 
for analysis.  
Currently, there are no safety considerations incorporated into the testing device. In this current 
machine revision, any spring that breaks mid-test turns into a projectile. The noise-reducing foam 
serves a dual purpose as it absorbs some of the energy from the spring impact. There is no way to 
stop the test from running remotely, so if a spring breaks off, the test continues to completion unless 
a test engineer opens the shed and interacts with the active machine. Furthermore, there is no way to 
stop the machine in case of emergency from a safe distance away. 
Testing the qualities of springs is necessary for an enormous range of applications. As such, there is a 
large market for machines that test for spring lifecycles and compile said data. Spring Analysis Systems 
Inc. sells the CT-2000 Dual, which can test two springs at once with a load cell capacity of 560lbf. It 
has a 20-inch stroke capacity and tests both compression and tension. It offers self-calibration and a 
continuous graph of force. This product satisfies many of the requirements that JumpSport has for its 
life cycle testing machines, but it is expensive to purchase and repair. It can test a maximum of two 
springs or bungees at once, and the compression feature this machine offers would be of no use for 
the bungees. Smaller and cheaper models are available, but the next largest load cell is only 112lbf and 
some springs that JumpSport tests can handle loads up to 155lbf before yielding. The most critical 
issue of this product is that it does not provide speed control, and its fastest testing speed is much too 
slow. This machine tests, at maximum 35.5 inches per minute, or about .5 inches per second. 
JumpSport runs tests between 24-28 inches per second. This machine is more suitable for static 
testing. 
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Another competitor in the market is the Flash 36 from Larson Systems Inc. It is a heavy-duty machine 
that can test loads in compression or tension up to 20,000lbf with a 36-inch stroke capability and a 
data archiving system that can print results. This machine would be both excessive for what JumpSport 
requires, and expensive- $96,000 according to a quote from Larson Systems Inc. Moreover, it would 
not fit into the space required in JumpSport’s main office. Again, the compression testing feature of 
this machine is not applicable for bungee testing.  
The final noteworthy competitor product is the LiTeM VBC-A Series Life Testing Machine. These 
devices use relatively small, lightweight frames and use a pneumatic actuator to test the lifecycles of 
springs and other flexible products. Their data acquisition system is neatly organized and graphically 
designed, and can export testing information to several programs, or simply graph it straight away. 
The largest of these machines would still fit well inside the JumpSport office, but like many others, 
does not have the capability to test more than one spring or bungee at a time. Just like the Flash 36 
from Larson Systems Inc., it is expensive and will cost upwards of 39,000 Euro. Furthermore, it would 
still require custom attachments/fixtures to be fabricated to suit the needs of JumpSport. Therefore, 
it is not the complete solution to JumpSport’s problems, although the pneumatic actuation is an 
intriguing feature.  
Many researchers have tried to determine how to test the fatigue limit of springs in a timely and 
inexpensive manner. For example, in the document “High-Cycle Spring Fatigue Test Machine” by 
Michler and Bhonsle, the graduate student and assistant professor lament that there were few ways to 
test compression springs without the use of expensive and time-consuming electrohydraulic testing. 
In response, they created a test machine that tested twelve compression springs at one time, as well as 
generated fatigue failure data in “a short time at low cost.” While this machine shares some design 
aspects with JumpSport’s current testing device, such as the use of eccentric holes, load cells, and an 
electric motor, it would not serve the needs of JumpSport. Michler and Bhonsle’s device only tests 
compression, their stroke testing capabilities were maximized at 0.082 inches, and the device would 
still be too large to fit into the office space that is available at JumpSport. Additionally, please note 
that although these researchers had discounted the use of pneumatic testing, team Bounce! did not 
eliminate it as a possible solution to this design problem. This method of testing will be discussed in 
the Design Development section of this report.  
Several years ago, another senior project team attempted a similar project for JumpSport. Their device 
used a motor and a large flywheel with a two-bar linkage to load an exercise trampoline. Their final 
concept design is shown in Figure 4 below. 
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Figure 4: The 2013 Trampoline and Bungee Fatigue-test 
Machine Senior Project Design. 
 
Because of the scope of their project, the focus of the project was the testing of a full JumpSport 
Fitness Trampoline. This device provided useful insight into the combined lifecycle of the multitude 
of bungees used in the Fitness Trampoline but had major drawbacks that made it ineffective for daily 
use at JumpSport. The first barrier was that this device is large and incredibly heavy. It currently resides 
in a warehouse that is far from the main office, because it simply will not fit inside any other office 
space or personal garage, and can only be moved with a forklift. The second problem that JumpSport 
encountered was that this device could only test a full Fitness Trampoline. It is impossible to test only 
a few springs or bungees on this device, so it is difficult to determine the average lifecycle of an 
individual component.  
JumpSport currently tests their Wurf Board products using a drill press with custom attachments. 
Instead of a drill bit, the press chuck holds a shaft which is attached to a force gauge with a small 
impactor. The force gauge is pressed into a Wurf Board until a desired deflection is reached, at which 
point the force required to cause this deflection is recorded by the tester. The force gauge and impactor 
are shown in Figure 5 below.  
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Figure 5. Force Gauge and Impactor currently used by 
JumpSport. Photograph courtesy of JumpSport. 
 
 
In their Wurf Board tests, JumpSport tests between 100-400lbf to simulate standing and stepping 
exercise movements. They tend to deflect the surface of the board between 0-2inches during these 
tests, and they do not hold the load down once they achieve the desired deflection.  
An existing product that might have suited JumpSport’s testing needs is the Hydraulic Shop Press 
HSP-10H. It has a 7-inch stroke capacity and its size is suitable for an office environment at 3.75 feet 
long and 1 foot wide. It is $295, and has a 10-ton capacity. However, it is manually powered, just like 
the drill press JumpSport currently uses and wants to abandon in place of a more automated process.  
This device would also be difficult to integrate with the life-cycle testing machine, and would occupy 
as much space as is allocated for the entire project. If used by JumpSport, this device would stand 
alone, and would also need to have office space designated to it.  
The project designed by the previous senior project team could be used to provide compression testing 
on the Wurf Board. If the exercise trampoline was replaced by a mounting fixture for the Wurf Board, 
the vertical motion provided by the two-bar linkage could provide the desired compression. This 
would be especially effective, since the impactors provided by that senior project team were modeled 
in the shape of feet and shoes, which would create a realistic testing environment. Unfortunately, the 
issue with this project is its wide dimensions and heavy weight. It would be impossible to use in 
JumpSport’s office. Also, if the motor that the previous team was utilized in this system, then a new 
motor would still need to be purchased for the life-cycle testing machine, increasing the overall cost 
of the project.  
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Design Requirements and Specifications 
The overall goal of this project is to design, build, and test a spring and bungee life cycle-test machine, 
as well as a compression testing machine for their Wurf Board product. JumpSport derives a lot of 
utility out of their current testing machines. However, they would like to improve their life-cycle 
testing machine so that it is more efficient, manages data more easily, and is suitable for in-office use. 
Ideally, the Wurf Board testing system will also improve data management and collection, as well as 
utilize an impactor that is more representative of the forces that will be applied to the product in daily 
use. 
To ensure that this project will fulfill JumpSport’s needs, a Quality Function Deployment (QFD) 
document was created to organize requirements and specifications. The QFD then provided the tools 
to compare customer needs to determine and rank the most crucial aspects of the project. Using the 
QFD, the team compiled a list of appropriate specifications that fit the sponsor requirements. The 
QFD document can be seen in the Appendix A. 
The QFD is a useful tool that conveys the customer requirements and engineering specifications in a 
single matrix. In the upper left-hand corner of the matrix, the expected customers are displayed. From 
our QFD matrix, the team determined our customers to be: the test engineer using the testing 
machine, the maintenance technician who will service and repair the machine, and JumpSport 
management. The second column to the left displays the relative weight (customer importance/ sum 
over all customers) which helped the team decide which customer requirement would be given greater 
consideration and emphasis. Once each customer requirement had been identified, engineering 
specifications were developed to quantitatively evaluate each customer requirement. The relationships 
between each requirement and specification are identified as strong, moderate, or weak, which helps 
to determine the relative importance of each design consideration. Finally, the roof of the matrix 
demonstrates the correlations between each individual engineering specifications. These correlations 
are categorized by positive (+), negative (-), or no correlation. 
Table 1, shown below, lists the specifications the team believes are required to design a product that 
meets the needs of JumpSport, which were duplicated from the QFD matrix which can be found in 
Appendix A. 
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Specification 
Number 
Specification Information  Requirements/ Targets Risk Compliance 
1 # of Ports 4 ports Low S, I 
2 # of Concurrent Testing Spaces 2-4  Med I 
3 # of Custom Parts 2 Max Low A, I 
4 Load Cell Capacity 100 – 200 lbf Low A, T, I 
5 Stroke Limit .5”-12” Med A, T, S, I 
6 Noise Level 
50 dB Just Outside 
Room 
High A, T, I 
7 Space Constraints 4’ × 2’ ×8’ Maximum Low I 
8 # of Pinch Points 0 Med A, I 
9 Machine Life Span 7 years High A, T, I, S 
10 Corrosion Resistance High Low I 
11 Motor Power Output < 2 HP Low A, T, I 
12 Calibration Time 1 minute Med A, T, I 
13 Testing Duration < 1 Week Med A, T 
14 Safety ANSI B11.19 High A, T, I 
15 Cost $2000 Med I 
16 Motor Load Production 19.3 lbf – in, continuous Med A, T, I 
17 Linear Speed of Rack 24 inches per second Med A, T, I 
 
Table 1: Spring and Bungee Life cycle test machine specifications 
 
The first two specifications, Number of Ports and Number of Concurrent Testing Spaces, are closely 
related. For JumpSport to get the most utility from each testing cycle, it is important that they are able 
test multiple products at once. Currently, their Phidget Bridge board is capable of capturing data from 
four load cells at once, but only two load cells are currently used. The team plans to increase the 
number of active load cells, as well as develop a way for JumpSport to test up to four springs or 
bungees simultaneously.  
The next specification, Number of Parts, addresses the fact that JumpSport’s machine uses a multitude 
of custom parts to test their products. To make the machine more serviceable, they would prefer that 
our design be modular, and use currently off the shelf parts (COTS) or components that can be easily 
sourced/refabricated using material from suppliers like McMaster-Carr.  Only two completely custom 
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parts should be used – the moving carriage and the stationary fixturing plate. Other manufactured 
parts will be made from easily sourced materials.  
To test larger springs and bungees, the load cells used to capture force data during testing must be 
able to collect data over the entire tested stroke of the machine. From JumpSport’s current testing 
catalog, the specification for Load Cell Capacity dictates they must be able to process, and not risk 
overloading, for loads of 200lbf .   
The testing machine must be able to test a range of strokes between 0.5” and 12”. From 0.5” to about 
7”, tests will typically be dynamic, and will involve running a complete life-cycle test of the springs or 
bungees being tested. For longer stroke lengths, tests are typically static, and will be used to determine 
the spring constant of a given product.  
Next, the noise made by the operating system must be reduced.  If it is to be moved into the office, it 
must be quiet enough to run without disturbing employees and creating a disruptive work 
environment, hence the Noise Level specification of no more than 50dB outside the room where the 
machine is operating (note that the machine will reside in a room with other testing and printing 
equipment, so there are no employees working in that room permanently, which allows the machine 
to be slightly louder than 50dB). 
Another requirement that must be met so that the machine can to be moved into an office is the Space 
Constraints specification. The new machine must fit comfortably next to the office 3-D printer in a 
space that is 4 feet long and 2 feet wide. This space is in between file cabinets and testing equipment, 
which could be moved in a dire situation, but it would be preferable to keep them where they are. The 
constraint of 8 feet tall is to ensure the system can fit through an average office door. 
The specification Number of Pinch Points deals with the fact that there are many rotating parts and 
moving aspects of the current design that could allow someone to hurt themselves if they approached 
the machine while operating. The team aims to reduce these potential ‘pinch points,’ or at least mark 
them in such a way that they fit within safety regulations. The team will refer to ANSI Standard B11.19, 
which focuses on guards for potential safety hazards, to assess and prevent pinching risks. No pinch 
points should be easily accessible, especially while the machine is in use.  
Currently, the machine that JumpSport created has been in use for upwards of 6 years. If team Bounce! 
is to replace this machine, it must have a Machine Life Span that is just as long, or longer than the 
previous iteration. The team will attempt to design for a 7-year life-span. 
As the machine is currently located in a shed outside, it has become corroded, since no precautions 
were taken to prevent this from happening. The specification for Corrosion Resistance aims to reduce 
the possibility of corrosion affecting the machine in the future. Simply moving the machine into the 
office will be immensely helpful in resisting future corrosion – the humidity of a temperature 
controlled office will be much less than the inside of a shed with no true sealant from the environment. 
To further increase the longevity of the product in terms of corrosion resistance, the team may also 
consider solutions such as a paint coating to protect metal features.  
The Motor Power Output specification and the Testing Duration specification are also closely related. 
To run tests more quickly, the machine must be able to achieve a higher frequency than what is 
currently possible. JumpSport hopes to reduce the duration of a full life cycle test to less than a week, 
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so the motor must be able to effectively run tests at 2Hz. JumpSport does not want to use a more 
powerful motor than this to keep energy requirements, cost, and noise output low.  
The Calibration Time specification will require the team to create some sort of automatic process to 
calibrate the load cells before each test. This process is done by hand as of now, but it would be of 
great help to the testers to have a faster process.  
The specification Safety refers to the fact that, for the machine to be moved into the office, there must 
be something that prevents failed springs from flying off the testing machine and causing harm to any 
person (or dog) in the office.  The team will use ANSI B11.19 as a guideline for machine safeguarding 
[see reference 10].   
The Cost specification is a limit set by JumpSport. They would like to spend no more than $2000 on 
this project. Team Bounce! will aim to minimize the cost of the final product as much as possible.  
The Motor Power Output specification is dictated by JumpSport’s provided motor. To maximize the 
life of this motor, the power output should not exceed this value. 
The Linear Speed of the Rack specification is directly related to the frequency at which JumpSport 
tests their springs. To cycle the springs at 1Hz, the rack must be able to move 24 inches per second.  
In addition to organizing the specification information for this project, Table 1 addresses the potential 
risks in meeting these specifications, and assigns them a value of high, medium, and low. The table 
also addresses how the customer requirements will be verified. Verification methods are categorized 
by analysis (A), testing (T), similarity to existing design (S), and inspection (I).   
Based on Table 1, it appears that the specifications that will be the most difficult to meet will be those 
regarding the noise level of the machine, the life span of the machine, and the safety of the machine. 
Currently, most of the noise created by the testing machine comes from the old motor and gear box 
that it uses. Ideally, team Bounce! will be able to re-use the motor selected by the previous senior 
project group, mentioned in the Background section, as it is newer, more powerful, and uses a motor 
and gearbox with reduced backlash which decreases the noise emitted by the system.  The other high 
risk specification mentioned in the table is machine life span. JumpSport has used their current 
machine for over 6 years, and the team would like to deliver a product that has as much longevity as 
the current machine. This means that the components designed and selected for this project must be 
highly durable and serviceable.  
The most important specification that must be met also poses the highest risk. As mentioned 
previously, JumpSport’s current testing machine is currently located in an outdoor shed. Because the 
machine is out of the way, when a spring fails, it will strike the insulated padding on the side of the 
shed. Because of this, no additional safety considerations have been made to date. If our team is to 
create a product that can be used in an office environment, it is imperative that the team designs some 
sort of safety enclosure that will protect users (and office passerby) from any failed springs. This 
safeguard will follow the specifications outlined in ANSI standard B11.19. A flowchart for confirming 
safety based on this standard is shown in Appendix D. 
Team Bounce! would also like to note that, within the scope of a single year-long project, it will not 
be possible for the team to verify some of the specifications listed in Table 1. As the lifespan of the 
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machine will be designed to last up to seven years, this team will not have the testing capabilities to 
push the machine to failure, analyze the results, and rebuild the machine by the project deadline. 
Additionally, it may be difficult to validate the Testing Duration specification. Available testing space 
on campus may be limited for a week-long test, and the time constraints of this project leave little time 
for multiple week long tests.  
The Wurf Board testing machine must also meet a set of specifications outlined by JumpSport. As 
these specifications were mostly un-related to the specifications required for the life-cycle testing 
machine, they were not included in the QFD presented in Appendix A. These specifications were not 
listed in their own QFD because, as there are only two, a large QFD did not seem like a reasonable 
or necessary way to present the information. Instead, Table 2 below outlines the specifications 
required for the Wurf Board.  
 
Table 2. Wurf Board testing machine specifications.  
Specification 
Number 
Specification Information  Requirements/ Targets Risk Compliance 
1 Controlled Compression 0-2” Deflection Low T, S 
2 Load Reporting Capabilities 400 lbf  Max  Low T, S, I 
3 Surface Deflection 2” Max Low T, S, I 
4 Duration of Deflection 1 second Low T, S, I 
5 Impactor Shape Resembling a foot or shoe Low S 
 
The first specification listed in Table 2 requires that the Wurf Board be compressed between 0-2 
inches of deflection. From the surface of the Wurf Board, the pressure that the testing machine applies 
must be able to press upon the surface of the product in such a way that the maximum of 2” of 
deflection is achieved without damaging the surface of the product. This maximum deflection should 
be able to be achieved in roughly one second. The impactor should be shaped like a shoe/foot to 
better represent the conditions the Wurf Board will see in use.  
The second specification requires that the machine can gather load data for the force that is being 
applied to the product in response to the selected deflection. The Wurf Board comes in several sizes, 
and each is listed to be suitable for users up to a certain weight. For example, the Santa Cruz Small is 
marketed to users weighing up to 200 pounds, while the Maui Medium is listed for a max user of up 
to 350 pounds. Although these weights are mostly determined for marketing purposes, it will be 
prudent to test the Wurf Boards to ensure that they can withstand loads between 100-400lbf.  
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Final Design Concept and Actualization 
Based on sponsor feedback as discussed in the Design Development section, team Bounce! developed 
a design that revolves around a rack and pinion to drive a system that can provide a solution to 
JumpSport’s testing needs. This design utilizes the motor, gearbox, and controller purchased by the 
previous senior project group to reduce the overall cost of the machine. Tight parallelism tolerances 
were required in order to ensure that the carriage would run smoothly and quietly, and therefore would 
have a long life. In order to achieve this, the team determined that the entire system test bed would 
be constructed from 1.5”x1.5” aluminum T-slotted framing, or 80/20. This also had the added 
benefits of creating a modular and easy to assemble design. An image of the final design concept is 
shown below, along with a photo of the final manufactured design.  
 
Figures 6 and 7. The final design is shown in a photo from the Senior Project Expo (top), and the 
final CAD model that drove manufacturing (bottom). 
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The testing machine has been designed to be self-enclosed. A stiff frame of aluminum T-slotted 
framing was used to maintain strict tolerances, to mount features, and to protect the user from moving 
parts. The need for tight parallel tolerances between the guide rails mandated that a structure as reliable 
as 8020 be used to ensure sections were straight and well constrained. A variety of 8020 specific 
fasteners were used to assemble the test bed in order to drive down costs. On top of the test bed, long 
aluminum plates act as mounts for the guide rails and end mount fixture. These were aligned using a 
dial indicator and the 8020 framing for aid. On the front side of the system, a piece of wood has been 
secured to the front of the 8020 for safety reasons and to make the rack and pinion more difficult to 
access. More safety features should be added in the future to completely enclose this system. 
To fit into the space that JumpSport has allocated for the testing device, the motor, gearbox, and rack 
and pinion drive system were mounted below the surface of the test bed. The motor and gearbox are 
attached to the bottom of the table with a ¼” thick aluminum plate to support the weight of these 
items. The plate mounts directly to the 8020 frame. The motor interfaces with the gearbox through 
an adaptor that is integrated with the gearbox, and the gearbox interfaces with the pinion by means of 
a machined keyway and setscrew. The rack, which was sourced from Industrial Sprockets and Gears 
along with the pinion, has 2 holes machined through it. The holes are clearance for ¼”x20 bolts. 
These interface with the bottom of the carriage, and are important to keeping the rack constrained 
with clamping force. The following images show the pinion mounted onto the gearbox, as well as the 
plate that constrains the drive system, and the carriage and rack interface. 
 
Figures 8 and 9. The constraints of the rack and pinion system. The motor, gearbox and pinion 
located with an aluminum plate (left) and the carriage and rack interface (right). 
The carriage was one of this project’s custom-made parts. It was made from rectangular steel stock. 
Two smaller pieces of steel were welded onto the larger stock to create a sort of fork, with room for 
the rack in between them. The forks also have clearance holes for the ¼”x20 bolts, which aligns the 
rack to the carriage, thereby transmitting the motion of the rack and pinion to the carriage. An image 
of this carriage is shown in Figure 10, and fabrication instructions can be found in the mechanical 
drawings in Appendix I. 
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Figure 10. The carriage mounts to three ball bearing carriages, and has attachment options for 
springs, bungees, and Wurf impactor.  
The top of the carriage has two major hole patterns. The first consists of three sets of M4 drilled holes 
that allow the carriage to attach to three high-load quiet-ride ball bearing carriages. These carriages 
have a dynamic load capacity of 3,300lbf each. These were selected for their simplicity, heat dissipation 
qualities, long life, and relatively low cost. These carriages slide along steel guide rails that mount to 
the table directly. The other hole pattern will allow the test engineer to attach the compression arm 
that will be used for Wurf Board testing to the top of the carriage. The compression arm attachment 
is shown in Figure 11. This attachment interfaces with the shoe shaped impactor, provided by 
JumpSport. 
 
Figure 11. The carriage attachment used to apply compressive force on a Wurf Board.  
Finally, the carriage has 7 holes on its front face that serve as mounting locations for the eyebolts and 
other fixture pieces. These will allow the test engineer to set up components for testing up to 4 springs 
symmetrically to avoid applying a moment on the system. The bungee testing fixture is a tube that 
mounts into the outermost holes of the carriage. The bungees will be able to wrap around this tube 
along any point; up to 3 can be tested at once. The bungee mounting fixture is shown in Figure 12.  
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Figure 12. The bungee fixture that will attach to the front face of the carriage.  
Another custom-made part is the stationary end mount fixture for any components tested. This part 
was made from aluminum stock. It is made of three total rectangular pieces of aluminum that can be 
stacked on top of each other. This part is fixed to the table by two 1/4 inch bolts that will go through 
each element of the part and into the guide rail mounts. The hole pattern on the surface of the top 
piece that is facing the carriage mirrors the hole pattern on the face of the carriage, and the holes are 
on the same plane. The middle part will not be in use if springs are being tested, but will be inserted 
if bungees are being tested. The strap that the bungee clips interface with will be clamped between the 
middle and top parts, and the ¼ inch bolt will act as a tightening mechanism for the clamp. The 
geometry of the middle piece ensures that the bungee, clip, and strap will all be on the same plane. 
The purpose of this fixture is to act as a datum for the change in length that the components will 
undergo during testing. Figure 13 shows the spring mounting configuration as it sits on the guide rail 
mounts. 
 
 
Figure13. Aluminum plates were used to create adjustable mounting blocks for a variety of testing. 
To accommodate the Wurf Board, a subassembly was created prevent each model from bending 
during compression testing. This subassembly was left separate from the main assembly due to time 
constraints, but due to the flexibility of 8020 extrusions, it can be easily attached at a later date. This 
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subassembly was made from the same 1.5-inch by 1.5-inch 8020 extrusions that the main assembly 
was constructed with, and is held together with framing L-brackets and Tee brackets designed for T-
slotted framing. The Wurf Boards will be clamped onto this fixture. Figure 14 shows this subassembly, 
detached from the main build. At this time, due to the time constraints of the quarter system, this 
subassembly was not able to be fully integrated with the complete system. However, using more 8020 
framing, it should be easy to implement at a later date. A Bill of Materials for this assembly can be 
found in Appendix L in the Wurf Board Mount mechanical drawing. This drawing also shows how 
the frame is to be assembled. A component of this assembly not shown in any model or drawing in 
this document are spring clamps that will hold the Wurf Board against the mount. Any clamp or vice 
with jaw openings of at least 4 inches can be used to lightly, but firmly, grip the Wurf Board to the 
frame.  
 
Figure 14.  The Wurf Board Mount will be attached to the table frame for support.  
The final major subassembly used for this testing machine is a safety casing, which prevents broken 
springs from harming anyone in JumpSport’s office, as well as providing general safety from rapidly 
moving parts. The safety casing was made of 0.060-inch thick sheet steel, which was fastened onto an 
8020 frame that matched the main system bed. A 1/8” thick sheet of clear polycarbonate acts as a safe 
viewing window for the test, and it is mounted onto hinges so that it can be lifted up to access the test 
bed. The closed casing is shown in Figure 15. The safety casing has Super-Cushioning High-Strength 
EVA Foam glued to its inside faces to provide noise damping for spring impact. Additionally, and 
most importantly, a limit switch detects when the door is open, and disables the drive of the motor 
when the door is not securely closed. In order to perform testing on the Wurf board, the entire top 
casing can be easily removed, thanks to the simple L-brackets that securely fasten the casing to the 
main test bed. Note, then, that compression and fatigue testing may not be performed simultaneously. 
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Figure 15. The safety casing that covers the system. A limit switch detects whether the door is open. 
Another major component of this project was an integrated motion controlling system. To control 
the output of the motor, an Ultra3000i Servo Driver was programmed using UltraWare Software. 
These components were selected by the previous senior project team because, as Allen Bradley 
products, they automatically connected to the encoder in the motor. An explanation of how to use 
this software is included in Appendix N. Figure 16 below shows a portion of this servo driver, as well 
as the input/output connector. The wiring in this component allowed safety features like emergency 
stops and limit switches to be included in the programming of the motor. A diagram of each pin-out 
is included in Appendix N. Figure 17 shows a din rail mount organizing a power supply, current limit, 
and color-coordinated terminal blocks so that the wiring for the input devices are prevented from 
accidental disconnection, as well as making the wiring easier to differentiate.  
  
Figures 16 and 17. Images of wiring used to incorporate safety and user-friendly 
features into the motion controlling system. 
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Figure 18 below shows the limit switches that are used to control several aspects of the system. One 
limit switch is used to “home” the motor – when this switch is depressed by the motion of the carriage, 
the encoder’s counts are re-set to zero. This limit switch is placed near the end mount block so that 
the user can determine a stroke length away from this fixed feature. The next limit switch is an over 
travel limit check. This switch is placed near the opposite end of the guide rails to prevent the carriage 
from moving off the track. The final limit switch is placed so that it interacts with the polycarbonate 
safety cover, and, as mentioned previously, prevents the system from running if the door is not fully 
closed.  
 
Figure 18. Three limit switches that have terminal options for both ‘normally open’ and ‘normally 
closed’ operations. 
Unfortunately, as a school related project, time constraints did not allow the team to fully complete 
the project. Moving forward, a few extra features and fixes are recommended. Because the 
mechatronics portion could not fully be addressed until the system test bed was complete, not all the 
bugs and system limits have been worked out. More testing is required. Because the limit switches 
were the last items to be selected, they have not yet been mounted in their appropriate locations. The 
emergency stop button also does not have a secure mounting location. Unfinished manufacturing 
tasks include fully incorporating the Wurf Board mount, fully enclosing the rack and pinion system 
for safety purposes, and creating some sort of latch to ensure that the polycarbonate safety shield is 
fully closed. 
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Discussion of Possible Failure Modes: 
Because failure is a certainty in all designs, a document was created to track the possible failure modes 
of this final design concept, as well as the effects that these types of failures would have. This 
document, a Failure Modes and Effect Analysis spreadsheet, can be found in Appendix E. The 
document begins with a column of items or functions of the design. The next columns show the 
anticipated potential failure modes for these items, as well as the potential effects of such failures. 
Each failure mode is ranked with a severity – the team used a 1-10 scale. The next column contained 
several rows in which to list any potential causes or mechanisms of the potential failures. Each of 
these mechanisms was rated with a likelihood of occurrence, again using a 1-10 scale. The next column, 
Criticality, multiplied the severity of each failure mode by its likelihood of occurrence. This column is 
a clear way to see numerically the most concerning potential issues for the system. The next column 
shows the recommended actions to deal with each failure mode. These items can include anything 
from testing methods to designing with great attention to detail. The final column, Responsibility and 
Target Completion Date, outlines which team member focused on negating that failure mode, and the 
date by which they should have completed that task.  
Aside from making several safety concerns apparent, the FMEA document also pointed to areas of 
the design that required extra design and maintenance attention. For example, product fixtures, such 
as eyebolts and the compression arm, had high criticality, so the eyebolts were sized with a factor of 
safety of 3.9, and the compression arm has a factor of safety of 4.6. One of the most critical failure 
modes of the design would stem from lack of proper and routine maintenance. If the drive system is 
not lubricated after long spans of testing, or if it can get dusty, the lifespan of the system could be 
considerably shortened. The motor and the gearbox were also determined to have some of the most 
severe failure modes, because if a failure caused them to break completely, they would be expensive 
to replace. To avoid problems with these parts, it is important to follow manufacturer 
recommendations and guidelines for proper use. Finally, this document was useful in determining how 
to mitigate safety concerns, as will be discussed in the next section of this document.   
Over the course of this project, about half of the failure modes addressed in the FMEA document 
were addressed – most of them relating to design and analysis. The team is confident that the rack 
and pinion, end mount fixtures, and safety casing have been designed to mitigate the failures 
addressed. Due to time constraints, however, many of the concerns were not directly dealt with. Some 
of the recommended actions will be fairly easy to implement, such as the addition of safety stickers 
regarding the dangers that the system imposes. Because manufacturing took longer than anticipated, 
most of the unaddressed failure modes revolved around testing. The team recommends further testing 
using thermocouples to ensure there is no overheating when the tests are run for long periods of time, 
and verifying the resilience of the safety casing. The team also recommends implementing a software 
solution in the Ultra3000i Servo Driver to determine if there is some load on the carriage from stored 
potential energy after motion stops, and using this information to alert the user of the risk of opening 
the safety casing.  
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Results of Analysis: 
Once the final design concept was selected after the preliminary design review, the team began analysis 
of components for the final design to make part and material selections. As much as possible in the 
time allotted for this project, the team chose part sizes and designed structures to maximize the 
lifespan of each component, and therefore the project as a whole.  
When the rack and pinion design concept was selected, the team began the analysis required to build 
a drive train. To start, an idea of the system’s motion was needed to determine the maximum linear 
velocity that needed to be achieved for a given spring stroke. The team created a MATLAB code 
which assumed a sinusoidal motion of the system with a maximum spring stroke of 7 inches with a 
1Hz frequency originally for the ball screw design [Appendix J]. The velocity and acceleration of the 
system could then be determined by taking a time derivative of the motion profile [Appendix J] 
Using this model of the system motion, the team was then able to determine the spring force and any 
accelerative force caused by the carriage motion. Using a document provided by JumpSport which 
contained various spring and bungee information, the team decided that the system should be able to 
actuate at a minimum, one of the stiffest springs JumpSport had tested in the past. From our 
MATLAB code we were able to estimate the max axial load the system had to overcome would be 
about 175lbf. We also found that the max velocity the system would have to achieve to fulfill the 1Hz 
cycle requirement would be about 22in/s.   
One major constraint for the system was that it had to use a motor which JumpSport had already 
provided so that the team would remain under budget.  The motor, a Kinetix MPM-A1151M from 
Allen Bradley, had a max continuous stall torque of 19.3lbf-in [Appendix K]. This meant that the only 
pinion that could drive the system would have a pitch diameter of 0.2 inches max without using a 
gearbox [Appendix C]. This size pinion would not have been able to achieve the necessary carriage 
velocity of 22in/s for the system to achieve a 1Hz frequency. This meant a larger pinion would have 
to be selected to achieve the necessary system motion; however, a gear box which could provide a 
large reduction past the motor output shaft. Fortunately, JumpSport already had a planetary gearbox, 
which connects directly to our motor and provides a gear reduction of 28:1. Using 90% of our 
continuous stall torque value, we found that a pinion with a pitch diameter of 2.75 inches would be 
the largest pinion we could use while still being able to provide the linear speed necessary for the 
system [Appendix C]. A pinion this size was not readily available off of a large vendor like McMaster-
Carr, so the final pinion size the team chose was a 2.5-inch pinion. The remaining dimensional 
parameters of the pinion are described below.  
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Table 3. Geometric properties and material of the selected 
pinion gear for the test system. 
 
 
Figure 19. The rack and pinion choice for the testing machine. 
Both have a diametral pitch of 16 and the pinion has a 2.5” pitch 
diameter. From this image it can be seen that the bore of the gear 
is large (32mm) so that it mates to the gearbox output shaft.  
 
Moving forward with this system it was important to understand the operating range of the system 
and if it exceeded the limits of the motor and gearbox. Using a second iteration of the MATLAB code 
used for the carriage motion [Appendix N], system curves for torque, motor speed, and power were 
developed [Figures 20a, 20b, and 20c].  
Variable Value Unit Description
P 16 Pitch
N 40 # of Teeth
Pd 2.5 in Pitch Diameter
F 0.75 in Face Width 
AISI 1144 
20 ° Pressure Angle
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Figure 20a. Torque required vs time curve for the 
system. This system curve shows that we need to 
use the max torque, indicated by the dashed line, 
available to actuate the spring. 
Figure 20b. Motor speed vs time for the system. 
From this curve it can be seen that we are safely 
under the max available speed at the rated 
power output of the motor. 
 
 
Figure 20c. Power required by the motor vs time. 
The power required by the motor was found from 
the torque and speed required by the motor. From 
the data sheet for the Kinetix MPM motor we 
found that we will not exceed the 0.9kW max power 
output of the motor. 
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From the plots above, we found that the torque requirements of the system would need the max 
torque available at the top of each cycle when the spring tension is highest. This is not so concerning 
because the analysis [Appendix C] performed for the drive train was conservative and assumed only 
90% of the continuous stall torque is available. The system curve for motor speed [Figure 20.b] shows 
that the system will only require 4500rpm at most which would be when the motor is accelerating the 
system and still actuating the spring. From the motor data sheet [Appendix I] we found that the motor 
speed at the max rated output of the motor was at 5000rpm which meant the system curve was within 
the bounds and limits of the motor and should operate without overeating due to system loads.  
After finding that the system could actuate the springs and bungees that JumpSport would be testing, 
the next major consideration for the system was to determine the life cycle of the machine. The results 
of this analysis are included in Table 4 and the details of the analysis are included in Appendix C.  
 
Table 4. Bending stress [psi] and contact stress [psi] of 
selected pinion gear for the system. Also included are the 
Factors of Safety (FoS) of the gear for a 7-year lifecycle.  
From the chart above it can be seen that the contact stress is the limiting factor of the system and 
reduces the lifetime of the system from 7 years to 5.5 years. This lifetime is well below the desired 
lifetime of the machine JumpSport requested which means the team will be investigating what 
adjustments to the pinion gear can be made to increase lifetime. One of the simplest approaches would 
be to see if the face width can be increased from 0.75” to 1” if possible. Another possible solution to 
the problem would be to increase the surface hardness of the gear through some sort of hardness 
treatment. To see if the face width can be adjusted, the team plans to contact Martin Sprocket & Gear 
Inc. about adjusting the dimensions on the pinion we originally requested to accommodate a larger 
face width. As for surface hardness treatments, ThermoFusion, a company located in the Bay area is 
being investigated as a possible company that can provide a carburizing treatment for the pinion gear 
and rack.   
The carriage that interfaces with the rack, which interfaces with each testing attachment, actuates on 
3 steel carriage bearings split between two guide rails. These guide rails are high-rated quiet-ride ball 
bearing carriages. These bearings support the weight of the carriage, impactor, and spring and bungee 
mounts. Approximately, the total weight of these components is 14.87 lbf total. 
The ball bearing carriages that constrain the motion of team Bounce’s fabricated carriage are integral 
to the functionality of the entire test bed, so it is highly important that they are operational. Therefore, 
the performed a bearing travel life calculation to measure how much distance these bearings can travel 
under the axial and radial loadings. The axial loading and radial loading for each bearing are 167.6 lbf 
and 4.96 lbf respectively. The rail width of the carriage is 15mm, stated on McMaster-Carr. According 
to the Thomas Linear Motion catalog, the dynamic load rating of this bearing for 100 km distance is 
FoS
σ 22891 psi 1.00
σc 87643 psi 0.79
Stress
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9000 N. The radial load factor and the axial factor for this bearing are 1.14 and 1.0 respectively. By 
incorporating all the measured values, the dynamic loading for a bearing came out to be 770.67 N 
(173.25 lbf). The bearing travel life is about 1.593 × 10
5 km (5.23 × 108 ft). 
If the carriage runs 24 hours, every day for a whole year, the carriage has traveled a 7.568 × 108 in/year. 
Therefore, the number of years one bearing can be operational is approximately 8 years. A sample of 
calculations can be seen in Attachment G. 
One of the most important advantages of using a rack and pinion driven system to provide motion is 
that pure linear motion can be achieved. However, to ensure true linear motion, the fixtures that the 
springs and bungees mount to must not fail. The Modular Stationary Fixture, as shown in Appendix 
L, is held in place with two load-bearing L-brackets and two ¼-20 Grade 5 bolts.  
To ensure the selected L-brackets would not fail, the total stress applied on the L-brackets was 
calculated, along with their fatigue factor of safety. To do this, data from Spring Sample 1 (shown in 
Table 5 below) was utilized – specifically, the spring stiffness, 33.6 lbf/inch, and the maximum spring 
stretch, 4.00 inches. By incorporating these data, the maximum spring force that spring type 1 can 
produce is 134.4 lbf. To analyze a ‘worst-case’ scenario, it was assumed that three Spring Sample 1 
springs were applying a load to the fixture. The moment exerted on the L-brackets from the bolts was 
calculated to be -346.4 lbf-in, and the moment applied by the three springs was equal to 519.7 lbf. The 
resultant moment acting on the L-brackets is therefore 173.4 lbf-in. Using the resultant moment to 
proceed in calculations, the bending stress acting on brackets was found to be 50.1psi, and the shear 
stress acting on the brackets was 4106.9psi. The total stress acting on the brackets adds up to 
4157.1psi. From these findings, the fatigue factor of safety was determined to be 12.83. Therefore, the 
loadbearing L-brackets that were selected are acceptable for this application. A sample of hand 
calculations can be found in Attachment F. 
Next, to determine whether the two ¼-20 through bolts would fail, the same method of approach 
that was used to verify the L-brackets was applied to the bolt analysis. Steel hex-head Grade 5 screws 
have a minimum proof strength of 85ksi, and a minimum tensile strength of 120ksi. To find the total 
maximum yield force, it was again assumed that 3 Spring Sample 1 springs were applying 403.2lbf to 
the system. Using the Young’s Modulus of both the fixture, 2.295Mpsi, and the fastener, 0.7720Mpsi, 
the fraction of external load carried by bolt was determined. Incorporating all these measured values, 
the total stress on the bolts from the fixture plate was found to be 1595.8psi. The fatigue factor of 
safety for repeated loading was 10.09. Therefore, these bolts have a high enough factor of safety to 
survive repeated loading. Because neither the bolts nor L-brackets will fail under maximum loading 
scenarios, it can be determined that the aluminum plates that make up the Modular Stationary Fixture 
will also be satisfactory for these tests. 
As previously mentioned, to accurately measure the load-bearing capabilities of the Wurf Board, it is 
important that the fixture behind it does not deflect or fail under the load being applied by the 
compression arm. To make the Wurf Board Mount easy to assemble and easy to source, the team 
wanted to make the entire structure, including any bracing members, out of the same 1.5-inch by 1.5-
inch T-slotted framing. A small truss was designed to support the mounting fixture, and was analyzed 
for yielding and buckling.  
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Using the Euler Buckling Formula for a fixed-fixed column with an effective length of 0.5*L, and 
incorporating the elastic modulus of aluminum 10.5 × 106psi, the angled rail has a critical buckling 
load of 9.2248 × 107 lbf. The cross-sectional area of this diagonal brace is 1.144 in
2 (using the Measure 
tool on SolidWorks using a McMaster-Carr model). The critical buckling stress of this rail was 
determined to be 8.064 × 107psi. The motor is unable to produce the power required to apply this 
much pressure in a compression test, so the team is not at all concerned about these rails buckling. 
When compression testing is run on the Wurf Board, up to 400lbf will be applied to the system. Since 
the two supporting rails are mounted on the T-slotted frame at an angle of 45˚, the force applied on 
each brace will be 491.75psi. Based on shear and stress diagrams, the maximum stress on this brace 
also will be 491.75 psi. The yield strength of anodized aluminum Al 2024-T3 is 50.0 × 103 psi. 
Considering the yield strength of aluminum and the pressure that each brace will see, the factor of 
safety of each brace was determined to be 101.68. Therefore, these calculations prove that the braces 
are safe to use to support the WurfBoard Mount. They will be valuable in reducing possible deflections 
– although, due to the stiffness of T-slotted framing, the team does not expect to see problems. A 
sample of hand calculations for this analysis can be found in Attachment H. 
While it was important to ensure that the WurfBoard Mount could withstand the pressure that the 
compression arm will apply, it was also necessary to ensure that the compression arm would not shear 
off the carriage, buckle, or deflect from the application of a 400lbf load during testing. The shear force 
and moment that will be acting on the base of the impactor are 400lbf and 1800lbf-in, respectively. To 
mount the impactor onto the carriage, four #10-24 zinc-plate alloy steel socket-head cap-screws will 
be used on each corner of the base. To determine that the four screws will not fail when the impactor 
is applying 400lbf to the WurfBoard, the team calculated the shear stress and the bending stress acting 
on the screws, and the fatigue factor of safety of the screws. From these calculations, the shear stress 
came out to be 694.7psi, and the bending came out to be 130.6psi. The total stress adds up to 
825.26psi. Using the Goodman Criterion, the fatigue factor of safety was determined to be 22.4. Since 
the screws have a high factor of safety, they will not fail due to the 400lbf impact force. A sample of 
hand calculations for this analysis can be found in Attachment I. To determine that the 7.5” long, 
0.065” thick hollow steel tube would not buckle or deflect during testing, an FEA simulation was run 
on SolidWorks. The result of this simulation showed that the carriage mount had a buckling factor of 
safety of 51.9, as shown in the following image.  
 
Figure 21. FEA analysis of the Wurf Board impactor, showing a high factor of safety against 
buckling.  
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Another FEA simulation quickly showed that the maximum deflection of this assembly under 400lbf 
would be .0089 inches. Compared to the desired deflection of the Wurf Board, 2” inches, the 
deflection of the impactor is only .45% of this maximum. Local wall buckling was deemed to be 
unlikely, and in the interest of time was therefore neglected. The stresses in the tube were also not 
analyzed due to time constraints. However, during manufacturing, the length of the tube was 
shortened considerably, so it is also unlikely to fail due to stress.  
 
Figure 22. FEA analysis of the deflection of the Wurf Board impactor under 400lbf. 
Finally, calculations were performed to ensure the safety of the users of this machine (and those 
around it). JumpSport provided the team with a spreadsheet of each model of spring that they run 
through life cycle testing. This spreadsheet contained the weight of the springs, their spring constants, 
and the usual length that they would be stretched in a dynamic test. Conservation of energy equations 
were applied to determine the maximum speeds that a spring could reach after breaking off from the 
testing fixture mid-cycle. These velocities were then used to determine the force of impact that the 
safety casing would need to endure. A sample hand calculation for one type of spring can be found in 
Appendix C, Attachment J. A sample of the calculations performed in Excel are shown in Table 5 
below.  
 
Table 5. Tabulated spring data, including mass, max stretch and spring stiffness provided by 
JumpSport and the resulting spring velocity and necessary casing material thickness assuming the 
spring fails at max stretch. 
Based on formulas and data from the document “Design of Structures for Missile Impact,” [14] it was 
determined that for a steel structure, the wall thickness would need to be 0.03 inches to prevent a 
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spring projectile from puncturing the casing. This is shown in Table 5 with Spring 4. Applying a factor 
of safety of two, the chosen material thickness was 0.06 inches thick – allowing the team to easily 
manipulate the material. As an additional factor of safety, as mentioned previously, the inside of the 
casing will be covered with impact and tear resistant foam, which will reduce the impact force of the 
springs further and make impact much quieter.  
Maintenance Considerations: 
JumpSport built their existing life-cycle testing machine in-house from readily available and easy to 
work with parts and materials. Because of this, when a part broke or required maintenance, a quick 
purchase through McMaster-Carr or similar websites could remedy many situations. JumpSport valued 
the simplicity of maintaining the test machine for all the years it has been in service. When they 
outlined their specifications, they stated that maintaining their ability to quickly fix or replace parts 
remained very important to them. Bearing this in mind, the team designed as many aspects of this 
final design to be easy to purchase, stock material as possible.  
Considering ease of ordering and delivery for both the scope of this project and JumpSport’s future 
use, many materials and parts were selected based on McMaster-Carr availability. Furthermore, as 
much as possible, individual parts and subassemblies were designed to be easily bolted to and removed 
from the table top. For example, the main system test bed, safety casing structure, and Wurf Board 
mount are made from easily sourced 8020 T-slotted framing. Should any part of the structure, or its 
fasteners, need to be replaced, it will be easy for anyone performing maintenance to remove a few 
brackets or extrusions to do so, often without disturbing any other part of the subassembly. Most 
fasteners can be removed by using the correct Allen wrench. If the Wurf Mount needed to be moved 
away from the testing bed for any reason, for example, the whole subassembly would merely be un-
bolted from any connecting features. Likewise, when the safety casing needs to be removed, it can be 
unbolted from the main test bed and removed entirely. 
Despite the team’s best efforts, some parts of the testing machine had to be customized. However, 
they interact with the full assembly in such a way that they are easy to remove for repair. The carriage 
is an example of this type of part. While stock materials were welded together and drilled into to form 
this necessary component, the finished part mounts easily onto McMaster-Carr sourced carriages and 
corresponding guide rails. Other points of consideration have been ability to fit wrenches and sockets 
between and underneath the frame to access bolts and nuts that mount the guide rails and motor to 
the table. The most difficult fasteners to access are the double anchor mounts shown in Figure 23. To 
access these, the Allen wrench must fit in the gap in the 8020 framing, and rotated in increments 
because full rotation is impossible due to the angle of access.  
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Figure 23. Double anchor fasteners which were selected to save space and amount of required 
hardware.  
To promote safety, which will be discussed in detail in another section of the report, some components 
which require maintenance were hidden from the user during normal use. For example, the drive train 
and all accompanying components are underneath the table top, and a board mounted on the front 
of the system covers the easiest method of access to these moving parts. However, with maintenance 
needs in mind, the board was mounted with simple hex head bolts, which will make it easy to remove 
to access the motor, gearbox, rack, pinion, and supporting fixtures. More of the drive system should 
be covered in this way, but due to time constraints, the team was unable to incorporate this critical 
safety feature.  
The motor should follow maintenance and repair recommendations outlined by Allen Bradley- 
specifically, replacing the shaft seal every 3-12 months (as outlined on the Kinetix datasheet, Appendix 
I). Micron claims that the gearbox is “lubricated for life” [15] and will not require any maintenance by 
JumpSport. 
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Cost Analysis: 
Keeping in mind the budget JumpSport prescribed of $1000-$2000, and the previous issues with the 
leadscrew designs total cost, the rack and pinion design was meant to be under $2000. Originally the 
cost of the rack and pinion looked to be much cheaper with respect to the hardware that would need 
to be purchased, however, the electronics required to achieve all of the requirements put the cost of 
the project well over budget. However, after addressing this issue to JumpSport and explaining the 
need for such electronics to achieve the desired control of the system, we agreed to pay for the 
remaining electronics which included limit switches, a secondary power supply and an emergency stop. 
With that said, much of the material cost was lower than what it could have been as a result of 
donations which are discussed in more detail in the Manufacturing section of this report. The biggest 
contributor of our total was the carriage and guide rail system. The linear bearings and matching guide 
rails we sourced were costly but a critical component in ensuring smooth, fast operation of the 
machine. The team did investigate other possible alternatives to constraining the carriage motion, like 
ball bearings and C-channel, but decided that the speed at which the carriage would cycle and worries 
about poor guidance/misalignment during the motion could pose a safety risk to the user. 
Additionally, the low cost of such a system was outweighed by a short bearing lifetime unless 
expensive/high-quality bearings were chosen. Table 6, shown below, details the total subsystem cost 
and the percent contribution to the total cost of the subsystem.  
 
Subsystem Cost 
% of 
Total 
Bungee Carriage Fixture $20.73 %0.5 
Carriage and Rails  $1,024.22 %34.2 
Modular End Fixture $45.97 %1.5 
WurfBoard Mount $399.41 %11.3 
Wurf Impactor $31.30 %1 
Safety Casing $289.72 %9.7 
Motor & Gearbox $0.00 %0 
Frame  $358.41 %12 
Electronics $893.91 %29.8 
Total = $2,998.78 
 
Table 6. Cost per subsystem and percent contribution 
to total cost.  
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Safety Considerations 
There was a heavy emphasis on safety with this updated testing machine, since so many safety 
considerations needed to be addressed for the first time. The biggest known cause of danger in this 
system are the springs as they undergo testing. When they break during testing, they have the capability 
to fly off the machine at up to 76 miles per hour with potentially sharp edges. Because of this, the 
team made it a high priority to create a safety casing that could withstand the impact forces from these 
springs. The FMEA document, shown in Appendix E, addresses four different ways that misuse or 
poor attention to detail may negatively affect this important safety feature.  
The first failure mode that was addressed was the fact that the case material could fail, which could in 
turn cause harm to a human. This was deemed to be the most critical mode of failure for the entire 
system. The casing material thickness, as previously discussed, was designed with a factor of safety of 
2. Impact and tear resistant foam was added on top of the already well-designed sheet material 
thickness. Next, there was some concern that by adding a transparent viewing window, some safety 
would be compromised. Polycarbonate was chosen for its ability to resist impact forces, and the 
thickness was selected to be 1/8 inches. Additionally, this window is not in a location where impact 
will frequently occur – the sides of the machine will see the most impacts.  
Team Bounce! is also concerned about accidental misuse of the safety casing. Since the front of the 
case can be swung open for access to the testing bed, there is some concern that the door could be 
opened by mistake during testing, allowing someone to be hit by a projectile or pinched by the quickly 
moving machine. To combat this, the team implemented a limit switch that detects whether the casing 
is fully closed. If it is opened, a circuit will open and the drive of the motor will be disabled. 
Additionally, an emergency stop is available so the test can be stopped by anyone witnessing unsafe 
behavior or by the person who is interacting with the machine. The emergency stop now needs to be 
mounted in an easy to reach location. Additionally, “Do Not Open While Operating” stickers should 
also be placed on the safety casing as a reminder and deterrent. With these features, the team has 
covered the aspects of ANSI Standard B11.19 as outlined in Appendix D that require guards, 
safeguarding devices, and awareness devices.  
Another concern regarding the safety casing and user interface is that after a test has stopped, a user 
might open the safety casing while the springs are still in tension. If a user attempts to remove one of 
the springs from the testing fixtures, the potential energy stored in them could convert into harmful 
kinetic energy that could cut or bruise a user. To handle this issue, a safety mechanism has been 
outlined that would prevent the front casing from opening if the load cells registered any non-zero 
force. A finite state machine, shown in Appendix F, graphically describes a software plan that would 
require the system to ensure that the springs were not in tension or compression before a user opened 
the safety casing. This would occur in any end of test, whether the test was stopped by springs breaking 
or at a user-defined time. Note that in the case of an emergency stop, power would be cut to the 
system, and a user would have to reboot and stop the system or manually move the rack to bring the 
springs back to their un-stretched length. Unfortunately, due to time constraints, the team was not 
able to implement this feature. However, it is still highly recommended. This would satisfy the ANSI 
Standard B11.19 with all the aforementioned strategies, as well as adding a safeguarding method 
through mechatronics.  
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The other main safety concern involved in this system is the high-speed motion of the drive system. 
Several large components are moving very quickly while this machine is in operation. The pinion will 
be spinning with a high angular velocity, so the rack and the carriage will be moving with a linear 
velocity up to 28 inches per second. The gear teeth on the rack and pinion system pose a safety concern 
to the user because of the pinch points between them. Because the rack and pinion are located below 
the surface of the table, there already exists a helpful barrier between these moving parts and the user. 
As mentioned previously, there is a wooden board mounted to the front of the system that prevents 
the easiest accidental access to these moving parts. The rest of the test bed should be secured in a 
similar manner, with particular focus on the extra space that the rack will need to move in outside of 
the constraints of the main frame. 
The rapid motion of the carriage on top of the table poses a safety concern as well. There are not only 
pinch points along the guide rails on either side of the carriage, but the interface between the carriage 
and the rack is a pinch point as well, because the carriage must protrude beneath the table top. This 
part of the system is fortunately covered by the safety casing. The limit switch that prevents the motor 
from operating while the door is open will greatly reduce the risk in this area. Safety stickers should 
be added, warning users of these pinch points.  
To assess all potential hazards and risks that this testing machine could pose to its users, a Design 
Hazard Checklist was completed. This document can be found in Appendix I. On the first page of 
the document is a checklist with the options “Yes” or “No.” All potential hazards that could play a 
role in this project are checked “Yes.” For these potential hazards, the next page of the document 
shows which features of the machine will directly contribute to the safety concern. There is also a 
description of how these safety concerns were handled by the team (or how they should be handled 
moving forward).  
The Design Hazard Checklist outlines the major safety issues relating to the pinch points and potential 
spring projectiles that are mentioned above, but it also addresses issues relating to high power 
requirements, quickly accelerating machine components, loud noises, and generic sharp edges. The 
team provided a solution to each potential hazard by creating factors of safety in the design phase, by 
manufacturing carefully, and considering how the user will interact with the machine. Finally, in the 
worst-case situation where ‘designing out’ a hazard was impossible, warning stickers should be 
purchased to provide users with details about any of the potential hazards they may encounter. The 
operating manual in Appendix N also discusses how to mitigate certain risks during use.  
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Manufacturing  
Material Sourcing/Ordering. 
The manufacturing process for our project began shortly after we completed our initial design of our 
drivetrain which included the pinion gear, rack, modular carriage, and guide rails. We decided to not 
machine the rack and pinion ourselves because of the limitations of the Cal Poly machine shops and 
the need for specialty equipment/tooling that would be outside the budget for the project. After some 
research, we decided to contact a machine shop in the Los Angeles area – Industrial Sprocket and 
Gear (ISG) – who offered to machine our rack and pinion at no cost to our team. These components 
were expected to have a long lead time and drawings for the two were handed off to ISG in late May 
and were received by our team in early October.  
While the rack and pinion were being machined by ISG, our team decided it would be wise to purchase 
the necessary materials needed for the modular carriage and all its attachments including the 
WurfBoard impactor arm, tubing and round for the bungee fixture, and the eyebolts for the spring, 
guide rails and bearings, end fixture material, and hardware through McMaster. These parts were all 
ordered in the Spring, but manufacturing of the individual components did not start until September, 
during which a reevaluation and redesign of the welded steel frame occurred. At this time, the team 
decided to move away from the welded steel design discussed in the Design Development section and 
chose a modular, bolted, 80/20 (T-slotted framing material) design. Some reasons for using this design 
are discussed in the Final Design Concept and Actualization section, but some additional benefits to 
the design related to manufacturing were: ease of assembly, tighter tolerance control, no welding 
warpage, ease of mounting, and modularity. The tighter tolerance control for the design was especially 
important because the motion of the carriage is dependent on both the parallelism of the guide rails 
with respect to one another and the flatness of the top most plane of the frame. Once the frame design 
was finalized, frame materials were sourced using Fastenal because of a discount offered by the 
company for Mechanical Engineering Senior Projects, which allowed for the design to remain under 
the original $2000 budget.  
Although the change to an 80/20 frame made for easier assembly and manufacturing, the mounting 
of the guide rails and motor had to be adjusted for the change in frame design. The team decided to 
use aluminum plate for the motor mount and aluminum flat bar stock to create an adapter for the 
guide rails since the screw size required for the rails was only 3 x 0.5mm. The team originally believed 
that online suppliers of aluminum would be able to provide this material, however the need for such 
large stock sizes meant the cost of the material was prohibitively expensive. After some discussion 
amongst team members and professors, it was found that Cal Poly’s Industrial and Manufacturing 
Engineering department could possibly donate this material. Fortunately, with the help of Trian 
Georgeou a professor in the IME department, the team was able to find all the necessary stock to 
machine the guide rails and motor mount.  
Safety casing material was one of the last items the team purchased, and although it put the project 
over budget, JumpSport felt that it was a necessary investment and allowed for the team to purchase 
the extra 80/20, hardware, and polycarbonate sheet needed.  
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Fabrication 
While the rack and pinion were being machined by ISG, the team decided that the first item to be 
machined would be the modular carriage. The carriage material was 1/2” steel plate and was rough 
cut on a vertical bandsaw, then machined to its final dimensions on a manual mill in the Hangar. Once 
the plate was machined to size, all the hole locations were drilled and tapped on a mill with a digital 
readout for the x and y axes to ensure the tightest dimensional accuracy (manual machines on campus 
are capable of .001” locational tolerances) possible. With the mounting plate completed, the next step 
was to create the forks which the rack and pinion would mount to. The forks were made of ¼” steel 
plate with ¼” clearance holes drilled towards the bottom edge which would be used to locate and 
clamp the rack in between the forks. Once the forks were machined they were then MIG welded in 
place with the assistance of some magnets and using the rack (which had arrived at this time) to obtain 
the correct spacing. One of the most difficult things during this time was ensuring the forks did not 
distort or bow in/out because of thermal stresses imposed on the part during welding. Some of this 
distortion was mitigated by using bolts and nuts to keep the forks spread apart when the inside of the 
forks were being welded and then reversing the orientation of the nuts to keep the forks from bowing 
out when the outside of the forks were being welded (Fig 24). 
  
Figure 24. (Left) Bolt and nut method of maintaining fork spacing during the welding process. 
This is the orientation used when welding the inside of the forks to keep them from bowing 
inward. (Right) The finished carriage with the rack bolted on to check the fit between the rack and 
forks.  
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The next part we decided to fabricate was the WurfBoard impactor. The impactor was split into three 
major components: a base, the impactor tower and the impactor arm. The base and tower were 
machine on a drill press since the hole locations were not very critical and could be marked out with 
scribe lines and center punches. The impactor arm needed to have to flat ends to it and the final length 
was important enough that the arm was machined on a lathe as opposed to being cut to size on a 
bandsaw and then sanded flat. Once all the components were machined, they were then TIG welded 
together. Just like with the modular carriage, warpage of the parts was a concern and was mitigated 
with the use of magnets and a more even distribution of heat onto the part by paying careful attention 
to weld order (Fig 25).  
  
Figure 25. (Left) One of the major concerns for the impactor arm when welding 
it was making sure the impactor tower was as perpendicular to the impactor base 
as possible. (Right) We chose to TIG weld these components to minimize the 
amount of heat and weld bead was deposited onto the part. This would in turn 
minimize the amount the impactor arm would deflect/warp.  
 
With the welded components completed, the next step was to complete all our machined components. 
This included the end fixture, bungee fixture, guide rail mounts, and motor mount. The end fixture 
was relatively simple and was completed on the mill to ensure precise hole locations. The bungee 
fixture was made of three components: a tube that the bungees would wrap around, and two standoffs. 
The main tube was cut to size on a bandsaw and then put on a mill that cut flats onto the outside 
diameter which allowed for thru holes to be drilled through the part without as great of drill bit 
deflection which would negatively affect perpendicularity of the thru holes. The standoffs length was 
a critical dimension as was the concentricity of the thru hole, so the standoffs were drilled and parted 
on a lathe. Once all the bungee fixture components were machined, the standoffs were pressed into 
the main tube (Fig 26). 
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Figure 26. The finished bungee fixture. The flats one the main 
tube can be seen in this picture, which is where the thru holes 
were drilled for the standoffs to be pressed through 
  
The motor mount was determined to be a part best suited for CNC machining because of the large 
clearance hole in its center which would allow the motor to pass through it. The team decided to use 
the IME departments HAAS Mini Mill to mill the motor mount and used HSM Works to CAM the 
part (Fig 27).  
 
 
Figure 27. Machining of the motor mount on the IME departments 
HAAS MiniMill 
 
The most complicated of all these parts to manufacture were the guide rail mounts which were first 
rough cut to approximately 34”. The difficulty with the guide rail mounts was their length, which 
nearly exceeded the available travel of the Bridgeport manual mill we used. To mill the screw hole 
locations, we put the rail mounts in a vise in the center of the mill table and then used jack screws to 
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support the two free ends of the rail mount (Fig 28). Because the distance from hole to hole was what 
mattered most, the ends of the rail mount did not need additional machining and were instead cut on 
a bandsaw and then sanded down to achieve the approximate final length of the rail mounts.  
 
 
Figure 28. The mill fixture for the guide rail mounts. The 
jack screws can be seen underneath the free ends of the 
rail mount.  
 
The last thing that needed manufacturing was the frame and WurfBoard fixture. Since the 80/20 we 
received from Fastenal could not be cut to length by the manufacturer, all the stock we received (3 
14.5ft lengths) had to be cut on a chop saw and then milled to their final lengths. To expedite this 
process, we used a hard stop on the mill to assist in locating the edge of the stock that was to be cut. 
Using a tape measure with a 1/32” resolution, we cut all of the framing to size. 3 of the frame members 
were held using double anchor connections (Fig 23) which necessitated that a counterbore be drilled 
into opposite ends of the framing to allow for the anchors to sit flush with the face of the 80/20.  
Complications 
While the majority of all the machining and fabrication went smoothly, an error came up during the 
final assembly. After the machine was built we noticed that the pinion gear and rack were not meshing 
very well. We initially checked all our measurements between the carriage and rack, carriage and motor, 
frame top height and guide rails and saw that they all matched the CAD. Upon further inspection, we 
found that the pinion gear was smaller than what was shown in our CAD assembly. The CAD 
assembly was using a larger pinion gear than what we had designed for with the difference being a 
quarter inch in diameter. Because we could not make changes to either the carriage assembly or the 
frame without extensive modification, we had to look at how we could modify the motor mount so 
that the motor could displace an extra ¼” upwards so that the gear teeth meshed. We decided that 
the best way to achieve this was to mill bolt pattern that allowed the mount to bolt onto the frame 
and mill them into slots. This way the motor mount could be shifted upwards and be adjusted for the 
best gear mesh, since the exact amount required by the motor and pinon assembly to move up was 
difficult to determine. Another modification that needed to be made to allow for this change was that 
the two frame rails above the motor had to have a rectangular pocket milled into them since there was 
not enough clearance for the motor to shift upwards more than 1/8” (Fig 29a). Once the changes to 
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the frame and motor mount were made, we reassembled the machine and adjusted the motor height 
more precisely by using jack screws (the same ones we used during the machining process of the guide 
rail mounts) to evenly jack the motor and pinion assembly up (Fig 29b). The result was a proper gear 
mesh and only several extra hours of machine and assembly time.  
 
  
 
Figure 29a (Left) The cutout to the frame needed to allow for an additional ¼” of adjustment to the 
motor to create a proper gear mesh. Figure 29b (Right) Image of the motor being adjusted using a 
jack screw. This method proved very useful in accurately and easily positioning the motor to create 
a proper gear mesh.  
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Design Verification and Testing  
Once the final design had been generated, a Design Verification Plan (DVP), shown in Appendix H, 
was created to outline the testing required to verify certain aspects of the design. This document lists 
each test that the team believed should be completed to validate the design, along with information 
about each test. The first column is Specification or Clause Reference, which displays the major 
specification being verified by the test. Next is a Test Description, which is a brief statement about 
what the test will accomplish. Acceptance Criteria then states the requirements for each test to be 
satisfactory. Each test was assigned to a team member is the Test Responsibility column, but each 
unfortunately due to time constraints not all tests were able to be completed. The Test Stage column 
can contain either a CV, for concept validation, a DV, for design verification, or PV for product and 
process validation. This states which stage of the design the test would be verified in. The Samples 
column dictates how many samples were (or should have been) tested. As many of the tests involved 
the entire assembly running cohesively, many of these fields contained only one sample. The last fields 
in this document are the Timing columns. These contain the dates that the team had initially planned 
as test start dates and deadlines. Each test has a “Finish Date” of 11/30/2017, as this was the date the 
product was delivered to JumpSport, but that does not necessarily mean the test was completed by 
the team.  
The first test that was completed from the DVP was the Misalignment Check. Once the test bed had 
been assembled, the guide rails that constrain the motion of the carriage had to be aligned parallel to 
each other within 0.010in. A dial indicator was mounted to one fixed guide rail, and the other was able 
to move as it was precisely located. Figure 30 below shows the set up for this process. The alignment 
was successful, and there is little noise made by the carriage as it moves. 
 
Figure 30. A dial indicator is used to ensure the guide rails are parallel to each other.  
Once the guide rails were aligned and the carriage was able to safely move, the motor and gearbox 
functionality checks were attempted. Due to safety restrictions, the tests were not able to be run while 
no team members were present, so overnight or multi-day tests were not attempted. This also 
prevented the team from funning a Thermal Check, so there is uncertainty about any overheating 
issues from running the system this long. However, the tests that were done showed promising results. 
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The Ultra3000i Servo Driver allowed the motor to be controlled with indexing motion, using the 
encoder counts to determine actions. With no load, and the encoder resolution set to x256, the carriage 
could be cycled back and forth at 3500 RPM, while accelerating and decelerating at a rate of about 
300rev/sec^2, with a 1” stroke length. If the encoder resolution is lowered, meaning that the motor 
checks for feedback from the encoder less frequently, the system will be able to increase its speed or 
stroke length. Lowering the encoder resolution is acceptable, and in fact recommended for this 
application. A test was performed, again using a dial indicator (Fig 31), to determine how many 
encoder counts caused the carriage to move one inch.  
 
 
Figure 31. The set up we used to perform our encoder 
calibration 
The figure below shows the data points that were taken.  
 
Figure 32. The graph generated by measuring the linear distance the carriage moved when the motor 
was commanded to rotate. 
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By extrapolating from this data, it was determined that one inch of travel required 922640 motor 
counts. Note that these data points included commanding the motor to go clockwise and 
counterclockwise both, so direction of rotation did not affect the linear results achieved. Because the 
motor requires so many counts to achieve an inch of travel, small encoder increments are undetectable 
in the physical system. Therefore, lowering the encoder resolution will not negatively affect this 
system. This also fulfilled the DVP test of Input to Output Verification. To increase ease of use, 
settings were implemented that will allow the end user to easily ‘home’ the encoder, and begin indexing 
testing. These features are further discussed in the Operator’s Manual (Appendix N). 
Once the system was up and running, the next important test was implementing and verifying the 
reliability of the Emergency Stop button. The E-stop functions as a normally closed switch, which 
means that when the button is depressed, the circuit will not complete, and the system will not be able 
to run. Running an emergency stop required more voltage than the Servo Driver could provide 
running off of purely 110V power from the wall, so a power supply was purchased and integrated into 
the system. With this extra power, the E-stop was incorporated into the system. The motor was 
powered up, and once moving, pressing the E-stop was verified to disable the motor drive, preventing 
the physical system from traveling. The system would not move again until the E-stop was disabled.  
The final tests that were at least partially completed were those including the Phidget Bridge. Each of 
the four S-Type load cells were hooked up to the Phidget Bridge, and the corresponding computer 
program Phidget Manager was run on a computer. First, it was verified that each load cell was 
collecting data by squeezing the load cells by hand, and checking to see if the program registered any 
change. When each of the load cells passed this test, a known weight of 1kg was used to calibrate 
them. Using the equation from Phidget Bridge’s website: 
𝑊𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛 = 𝐾 ∗ (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑉
𝑉
− 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡) 
the value of K was determined to be roughly 262, 268, 260, and 261 for each of the four load cells, 
respectively. These load cells should be calibrated each time they are used. Unfortunately, there was 
not enough time to test the Python program that was written to help utilize these load cells. This 
program will interface with JumpSport’s existing data collection program, and will use that data to 
graph the results of each test. This program is described more fully in Appendix N. 
Due to the time constraints of this project, several tests were not completed. One such test was the 
Impact test for the safety casing, which would have checked to ensure that the integrity of the sheet 
steel was intact after three repeated impacts. The team highly recommends that this test is performed 
at a later date. This is certainly the most important of the remaining tests. 
Another, less critical, test from the DVP that was not completed was the loading of the attachment 
fixtures. The team intended to load the bungee and spring mounts with known weights to check for 
any deformation. This is not an immediate safety issue, but plastic deformation may affect the lifespan 
of these products. Similarly, to this tests, checks were not completed to ensure that the Wurf Board 
mount or compression arm would not bend under applied pressure. Again, the main concern here 
would be the lifespan of the products.  
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Once the assembly of the final project was complete, and as many tests as possible were addressed 
from the DVP, the team assessed whether the system met its specifications as listed in the Design 
Requirements section of this report. By inspection, the system has up to 4 concurrent testing spaces, 
and 4 load cell ports with which to measure tests. The load cells were purchased to have a capacity of 
up to 1100lbf, and are a product that JumpSport has used before, so they exceeded the requirements. 
The main system fits within the required space constraints, but a large stroke requirement will require 
the rack to move outside of these limits. The motor that JumpSport provided was under 2HP, and 
the number of accessible pinch points will be zero once all safety features have been implemented. 
The team intended to create only 2 custom parts, but ended up needing 5. The end mount fixtures, 
carriage, motor mount plate, and rack and pinion were all custom parts. Note that many other parts 
also had customized modifications, like holes drilled in the 8020 for fasteners or clearances. As 
mentioned previously, this project was not able to meet the cost target. However, the additional 
purchases that made this system more expensive made the project much safer, and much easier for 
the end user to work with.  
Due to the unavailability of testing equipment and time constraints, some specifications were not able 
to be verified. For example, the noise output of the system was never quantifiably checked. A 
professional decibel meter could be used to check this, or in a pinch, a mobile app using the 
microphone feature could work as well. The corrosion that the machine may experience was also 
difficult to assess. Some of the sheet steel began to rust, as it was in a room where the door to the 
outside was often left open, and San Luis Obispo is a mildly humid climate within 15 miles of the 
ocean. Within an office space, it is hard to tell if the rusting will continue, and any steel parts should 
be regularly inspected. It is also difficult to say at this time whether the system will last 7 years. 
However, the team is confident the rack and pinion will have a long life, especially since a reliable 
company manufactured these parts. As mentioned previously, it was not possible to test the machine 
for long periods at a time, so whether the testing duration will be shorter than the previous device is 
hard to say.  However, the motor load production, stroke limit, and the linear speed of the rack were 
able to be verified to specifications for the short periods of time that they were tested. As mentioned 
several times in this report, the safety requirements of ANSI B11.19 were at least partially met, but 
additional features such as stickers are required in the future.  
The Wurf Board testing station had its own set of specifications. Sadly, due to time constraints, the 
Wurf Board testing feature was not fully implemented into the system. The specifications for 
controlled compression, load reporting, surface deflection, and duration of deflection were not able 
to be tested. However, these features should be easy to test once the Wurf Board mount is 
implemented. These tests can be run by programming the motor to move the carriage slowly towards 
the Wurf Board, stopping at the required deflection, and then slowly backing the carriage off. The 
specification that was met was the impactor shape – as shown previously, it is in the shape of a shoe.  
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Design Development 
Before the final design concept had been selected, several months of research and idea generation 
took place. After several top design concepts had been laid out, a decision matrix was created, focusing 
on raking each design based on the specifications that JumpSport provided for their new testing 
system. For information on the design development process, layouts for each top design, and the 
decision matrix that led to the following selections, please refer to Appendix J. 
Based on the results from the decision matrix, a power-screw-driven linear actuator was determined 
to be the most effective solution for JumpSport’s testing needs. This concept appeared to satisfy all 
JumpSport’s requirements, and could be compared to many machines that use similar technology. 
This concept provided the key benefit of avoiding the problem of an unbalanced rotating mass, which 
contributed to the ‘clunking’ sounds of the old system. The elimination of a large rotating system 
would also contribute to improved safety - any rotating elements, primarily the power screw, could be 
easily covered to protect the user from any possible pinch points and any failed spring.  The safety 
system could be comprised of a single, sheet steel enclosure which could be insulated to reduce sound.  
The preliminary models, shown below, used a clear box to represent possible safeguarding features.   
Since rotational motion would be converted into linear motion, the testing fixture could serve a dual 
purpose. To test the Wurf Board, an attachment could be fixed onto the moving carriage that would 
provide a compressive force when moved toward the product. Additionally, the carriage could be 
designed to allow for testing of one or multiple springs or bungees. The encoder that JumpSport 
currently has would allow for speed and positional control of the system. Because the motor and 
encoder would directly control the stroke and speed of the test, a user would be able to input a motion 
function (like a sine wave), and not have to make physical modifications to the system (such as 
mounting fixtures to eccentric holes) before running a test. Figure 33 shows a conceptual SolidWorks 
model of this system for spring and bungee attachments, while Figure 34 shows the system with Wurf 
Board testing attachments. 
 
Figures 33 (left) and 34 (right). The proposed designs for the power-screw-driven system, shown in 
both a spring or bungee testing configuration (left) and Wurf Board testing configuration (right). 
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This design concept was not without its drawbacks. This project would have been difficult for the 
user to service, and would have been difficult for the team to manufacture. To achieve the necessary 
levels of precision, it would have been necessary to purchase several specialty items. This lead the 
team to the most critical drawback of this system: the total expected cost. Power-screws, and ball-
screws especially, can be expensive. The ball nuts and mounting blocks that complete the system can 
be more expensive than the power-screws themselves. This system also posed a risk – using a power 
screw for this type of testing is not commonly done. In fact, the team could find no instance of a 
similar product that was used for life-cycle testing in industry.  
Because the team felt concerned by the uncertainties posed by the power-screw-driven, a secondary 
design was presented at the time of the Preliminary Design Review. The next highest scoring design 
from the decision matrix was the concept that made the fewest changes to JumpSport’s existing 
system. In this concept, the Kinetix AC Servo Motor selected by the previous senior project team 
would be suitable to power the system. The newer motor would also provide speed control, which 
the previous system lacks. The largest changes that would be made to this system (compared to the 
previous system) would have been how the springs and bungees were mounted. The motor would be 
mounted in such a way that the rotating plate that cycles the springs would lay flat in a plane parallel 
to the table that the system rests on. This would have made the system much easier to contain with 
safety features in mind, although packaging would have been much more challenging for this system 
than for the -power-screw-driven system. In the decision matrix, many aspects of this concept were 
ranked the same as the existing model. Team Bounce! believed that by eliminating the current common 
points of failure, the life-span of the system would increase, and this system would continue to provide 
JumpSport with their desired testing results.  
Perhaps the greatest drawback of this system was that it would not have been possible to incorporate 
Wurf Board testing directly into the system. The team had planned to create a separate machine to 
handle the needs of this product – or, based on market research, would recommend the use of a 
product such as the Hydraulic Shop Press mentioned in the background section, and shown below. 
More advanced data acquisition and organization systems could be added to this product by the team. 
A simple SolidWorks model of the proposed redesign, Figure 35, as well as an image of the hydraulic 
press, Figure 36, are shown below.  
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Figure 35 (left) and 36 (right). A SolidWorks model of the second leading design concept, which was 
a flywheel with a sliding fixture in a c-channel (left) and The Hydraulic Shop Press potentially suitable 
for Wurf Board testing (right) [1]. Photo used from the Hydraulic Press selection page from 
Beileigh.com.  
Again, when presenting this design concept to JumpSport, the pros and cons of the system were 
presented. Although the functionality of this design would be less user friendly and would provide 
less accurate testing results, it would be much simpler and cheaper to build than the power-screw 
driven system. Additionally, where the other lead screw design was a risk, this design followed the 
concepts of an already well-defined and successful system. However, using two separate systems to 
accomplish the two types of testing required was undesired by JumpSport.  
After presenting JumpSport with the design concepts for both the power-screw-driven system and 
the flywheel model, it was determined that more concept generation and analysis was required. Of 
these two options, the ball-screw design was much more desirable to JumpSport due to its ability to 
create purely linear motion, comparatively easier packaging, and anticipated ease of use. However, the 
cost of this system was determined to be too high, especially for a design that was deemed so ‘risky.’  
After the pros and cons of this system were fully understood by both the team and JumpSport, the 
team was encouraged to investigate other mechanical systems that provided linear motion.  
Team Bounce! spent the remainder of Winter quarter investigating belt driven systems and rack and 
pinion driven systems. Although a rack design had been previously discounted by the team in a 
decision matrix elimination process, the idea was revisited. This was because the previous design 
assumed a large amount of purposeful slip that would have created a lot of noise and strain on the 
system- a design aspect which would not be included in the new designs.  
After investigating many products for each type of system and discussing options with several vendors, 
the team decided to move forward with a rack and pinion driven system. Not only were belts more 
expensive systems, one vendor even discouraged the use of belts for this project due to the loads that 
were being moved. The rack and pinion system would be easier to source parts for, and the analysis 
required for a rack and pinion driven system is far more intuitive. Additionally, the motion profile that 
the team had planned to use for the motion of the carriage in the power-screw-driven system will still 
be applicable to the rack and pinion driven system.  
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Management Plan 
Table 7 below outlines the responsibilities that each team member assumed for this project. Each 
team member had equal weight and authority over the direction of the project when selecting and 
reviewing design choices. Each team member was not limited to the following responsibilities; for 
example, all team members contributed to the manufacturing and assembly of the system.  
Table 7. Team Members and Responsibilities 
Team Member Responsibility 
Gunaratne, Nilupa Analysis Assistant 
Manufacturing Assistant 
Meany, Lindsay Mechatronics Lead 
Testing Lead 
SolidWorks Design Co-Lead 
Documentation 
Noone, Christopher Manufacturing Lead 
Analysis Co-Lead 
SolidWorks Design Co-Lead 
Main Point of Contact 
 
During the first quarter of this project, each team member shared the responsibilities of idea 
generation, research, and design prototyping. Once the preliminary design report had been completed, 
each team member began to focus more on their respective roles. Nilupa focused on analysis related 
to the strength and potential lifespans of individual components, like fasteners or the compression 
testing device. Chris designed and analyzed the rack and pinion system, and determined how this 
system would interface with the rest of the design. Lindsay analyzed the safety casing, and did much 
of the preliminary SolidWorks design work, bringing each component together to create the models 
shown in the critical design report. Once the design was approved by the sponsor, the team worked 
together to acquire all the parts required for manufacturing and assembly.  
In this last quarter, Chris, as a Shop Technician at Cal Poly’s Mustang ’60 Machine Shop, led the 
manufacturing effort, using his expertise to bring the design shown to life. Nilupa was Chris’s main 
assistant, and helped to fabricate many of the parts as well. Lindsay focused on the Mechatronics 
portion of the project, working with the servo driver and UltraWare software to ensure the system 
performed the required functionality and was simple for the end user. Lindsay also worked with the 
load cells and Phidget Bridge, and wrote a small program to graph the data acquired by these products. 
Each team member worked together again to assemble the final product.  
A Gantt Chart, shown in Appendix B, provides a visual representation of the deadlines over the course 
of this project, as well as a timeline that assisted the team in scheduling throughout the design, 
manufacturing, and testing phases of this project.    
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Conclusion 
JumpSport currently uses a spring and bungee life cycle test machine that, while performing the 
necessary functions of fatigue-testing products and collecting data, requires a redesign to improve its 
utility. Bounce! has designed, and will now manufacture, a machine that is quiet, compact, and safe 
enough to operate in an office environment, while increasing testing capabilities and improving data 
organization. While there is a multitude of existing products that test the life cycles of springs, 
JumpSport’s requirements, particularly those that require them to test bungees, mandate a custom 
machine is needed to fulfill their requirements.  
JumpSport also requires an improved system for testing their Wurf Board Products. Like the life-cycle 
testing machine, the system that is currently used to measure force and deflection provides the 
necessary data, but could be modified to improve ease of use for the tester. Minimally, JumpSport 
requires that an impactor that is more representative of the actual forces the Wurf Board will undergo 
in daily use. Additionally, they would like to implement a data collection system that is digital. This 
senior project team will improve this testing system by integrating a compression testing feature 
directly into the life-cycle testing product. 
Since JumpSport and team Bounce! agreed upon the design concept of the rack and pinion driven 
system, the team has developed a system that will use as much of JumpSport’s existing equipment as 
possible. Centering the project around the provided motor and gearbox, the testing equipment was 
designed to interface with their springs, bungees and bungee clips, Wurf Boards, and even shoe-shaped 
impactors. A safety casing was designed to enclose the system so that the testing machine can move 
into the office, and operate while others are present. Careful analysis was performed to verify the 
sizing, strength, and lifespan of features such as the rack and pinion, mounting plates, impactors, Wurf 
Board mount, and safety casing. Additionally, to support the design decisions made, analysis of 
possible failure modes and potential hazards were documented. The system was manufactured and 
tested to the best of the team’s ability, and has been delivered to JumpSport as of 11/30/17.  
The purpose of this final design report was to provide a detailed description of the final design 
developed by Team Bounce!, accompanied by a description of the design process, all relevant 
supporting analysis including calculations and documentation, detailed part drawings, a bill of 
materials, cost analysis, manufacturing processes, testing processes, and supporting technical content. 
This document is intended to be a complete summary of the design created.  
Thank you for this opportunity to work with JumpSport! 
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Appendix A: QFD 
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Appendix B: Gantt Chart 
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Appendix C: Hand Calculations 
   
ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  A – 1/2  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment A: Bearing load calculations Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  A – 2/2  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment A: Bearing load calculations Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  B – 1/1  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment B: Rotational speed and the critical speed 
calculations for our lead screw 
Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  C – 1/2  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment C: Calculations for torque required to 
drive the lead screw and the critical load on the lead 
screw 
Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  C – 2/2  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment C: Calculations for torque required 
needed to drive the lead screw and the critical load on 
the lead screw 
Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D – 1/4  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Lindsay 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D – 2/4  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Lindsay 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D – 3/4  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Nilupa 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D – 4/4  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Nilupa 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D –  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D – 4/4  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D – 4/4  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D – 4/4  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D – 4/4  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D – 4/4  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D – 4/4  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D – 4/4  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D – 4/4  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D – 4/4  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D – 4/4  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  D – 4/4  Date:2/27/2017  
Attachment D: Motor Horse power, load, torque 
calculations  
Prepared  Chris 2/27/2017  
Checked   2/27/2017  
Approved   2/27/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  E – 1/2  Date:5/4/2017  
Attachment E: Eye-bolt Analysis  Prepared  Nilupa 4/30/2017  
Checked   4/30/2017  
Approved   4/30/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  E – 2/2  Date:5/4/2017  
Attachment E: Eye-bolt Analysis  Prepared  Nilupa 4/30/2017  
Checked   4/30/2017  
Approved   4/30/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  E – 1/4  Date:5/4/2017  
Attachment F: Fixture Plate factor of safety Analysis Prepared  Nilupa 4/30/2017  
Checked   4/30/2017  
Approved   4/30/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  E – 2/4  Date:5/4/2017  
Attachment F: Fixture Plate factor of Safety Analysis Prepared  Nilupa 4/30/2017  
Checked   4/30/2017  
Approved   4/30/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  E – 3/4  Date:5/4/2017  
Attachment F: Fixture Plate factor of Safety Analysis Prepared  Nilupa 4/30/2017  
Checked   4/30/2017  
Approved   4/30/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  E – 4/4  Date:5/4/2017  
Attachment F: Fixture Plate factor of Safety Analysis Prepared  Nilupa 4/30/2017  
Checked   4/30/2017  
Approved   4/30/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  E – 1/2  Date:5/4/2017  
Attachment G: Carriage Bearing reaction forces 
Analysis 
Prepared  Nilupa 4/30/2017  
Checked   4/30/2017  
Approved   4/30/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  E – 2/2  Date:5/4/2017  
Attachment G: Carriage Bearing reaction forces 
Analysis 
Prepared  Nilupa 4/30/2017  
Checked   4/30/2017  
Approved   4/30/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  E – 1/3  Date:4/30/2017  
Attachment H: Wurfboard test bed braces Analysis Prepared  Nilupa 4/30/2017  
Checked   4/30/2017  
Approved   4/30/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  E – 2/3  Date:4/30/2017  
Attachment H: Wurfboard test bed braces Analysis Prepared  Nilupa 4/30/2017  
Checked   4/30/2017  
Approved   4/30/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  E – 3/3  Date:4/30/2017  
Attachment H: Wurfboard test bed braces Analysis Prepared  Nilupa 4/30/2017  
Checked   4/30/2017  
Approved   4/30/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  E – 1/2  Date:4/30/2017  
Attachment I: Impactor Analysis Prepared  Nilupa 4/30/2017  
Checked   4/30/2017  
Approved   4/30/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  E – 2/2  Date:4/30/2017  
Attachment I: Impactor Analysis Prepared  Nilupa 4/30/2017  
Checked   4/30/2017  
Approved   4/30/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  E – 1/2  Date:4/30/2017  
Attachment J: Safety Casing Thickness Based on 
Spring Impact Analysis 
Prepared  Lindsay 4/30/2017  
Checked   4/30/2017  
Approved   4/30/2017  
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ENGINEERING DATA SHEET  
Sheet No.  E – 2/2  Date:4/30/2017  
Attachment J: Safety Casing Thickness Based on 
Spring Impact Analysis 
Prepared  Lindsay 4/30/2017  
Checked   4/30/2017  
Approved   4/30/2017  
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Appendix D: Safeguarding Flowchart 
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Appendix E: Failure Modes & Effect Analysis, FMEA 
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Appendix F: Finite State Machine Regarding Safety Casing Mechanism
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Appendix G: Bill of Materials and Cost Outline 
Bungee Carriage Fixture 
Part Description/Stock Cost Per Qty 
Cost 
(total) 
Part # or 
SKU Vendor 
Bungee 
Attachment 
Ø1.00'' x 0.095'' Thick cut 
@1' $16.05 1 $16.05 89955K318 McMaster-Carr 
Bungee Offset Ø.5'' x 1' round $4.68 1 $4.68 6673T21 McMaster-Carr 
    TOTAL $20.73     
              
Carriage 
Part Description/Stock Cost Per Qty 
Cost 
(total) 
Part # or 
SKU Vendor 
Carriage Top 
1' x 8'' x.5'' Thick Steel 
Stock $55.44 1 $55.44 9143K729 Mcmaster-Carr 
Carriage Fork 
1/2' x 3 1/2'' x .25'' Thick 
Steel Stock $15.32 2 $30.64 8910K577 Mcmaster-Carr 
Eye-bolts 
1/4''-20- 1'' Thread 1'' 
shank $3.01 5 $15.05 3014T45 Mcmaster-Carr 
Eye-Bolts 
1/4''-20- 1 1/2'' Thread 
2'' shank $4.00 5 $20.00 3018T14 Mcmaster-Carr 
Metal Gear Rack 
Metal Gear Rack - 14 1/2 
degrees pressure angle $25.39 1 $25.39 6295K14 Mcmaster-Carr 
Metal Gear 
Metal Gears - 14 1/2 
degrees pressure angle $75.74 1 $75.74 6867K52 Mcmaster-Carr 
Carriage 
Bearings 
Extended Life Horizontal 
Mount Carriage $129.09 3 $387.27 6713K110 Mcmaster-Carr 
Guide Rails Steel Guide Rails $237.80 2 $475.60 6250K1 Mcmaster-Carr 
    TOTAL $1,085.13     
              
Modular End Fixture 
Part Description/Stock Cost Per Qty 
Cost 
(total) 
Part # or 
SKU Vendor 
Fixture Top,  
48'' x 2'' x .5'' Thick 
Aluminum Rectangular 
Stock 
$29.60 1 $29.60 9246K491  
Mcmaster-Carr 
Fixture Base,  Mcmaster-Carr 
Fixture Middle Mcmaster-Carr 
L-brackets 
135lbf Load-Rated 
Brackets $2.55 2 $5.10 17715A73 Mcmaster-Carr 
Grade 5 Bolts 1/4''-20 $11.27 1 $11.27  91247A546  Mcmaster-Carr 
    TOTAL $45.97     
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Wurf Board Mount 
Part Description/Stock Cost Per Qty 
Cost 
(total) 
Part # or 
SKU Vendor 
T-slotted 
Bracings 1.5"x1.5" T-Slot 22.14 2 $44.28 47065T27 Mcmaster-Carr 
T-slotting 1.5'' x 1.5'' T-slot $51.36 2 $102.72 47065T833 Mcmaster-Carr 
L-Brackets L-Brackets $6.27 19 $119.13   Mcmaster-Carr 
Wood Backing 7/32'' Thick Plywood $12.49 1 $12.49   Home Depot 
Corner Brackets Corner Brackets $9.74 2 $19.48 47065T271 Mcmaster-Carr 
Steel-End Feed 
Fastner Steel-End Feed Fastner $2.71 52 $140.92 47065T97 Mcmaster-Carr 
    TOTAL $439.0     
              
Wurf Impactor 
Part Description/Stock Cost Per Qty 
Cost 
(total) 
Part # or 
SKU Vendor 
Impactor Base,   
1/2' x 3'' x .25'' Thick 
Steel Plate $7.58 1 $7.58 8910K571 Mcmaster-Carr 
Impactor Tower,   
1/2' x 1 1/2'' x 1'' Thick 
Steel Rectangular Bar $13.94 1 $13.94 8910K838 Mcmaster-Carr 
Impactor Arm,   
Ø1.00 x .065'' Thick cut 
@ 7.5'' $8.62 1 $8.62 89955K639 Mcmaster-Carr 
Shoe Mount,   
1/2' x 3/4'' x .125'' 
Rectangular Steel Plate $1.16 1 $1.16 8910K394 Mcmaster-Carr 
Shoe Model Wooden Shoe insert $0.00 1 $0.00 NA JumpSport 
    TOTAL $31.30     
              
Safety Casing 
Part Description/Stock Cost Per Qty 
Cost 
(total) 
Part # or 
SKU Vendor 
Casing Structure,   
36'' x 24'' x .060'' Thick 
Sheet Steel $37.88 1 $37.88 NA Online Metals 
Casing Side,   
12'' x 12'' x .060'' Thick 
Sheet Steel $9.60 1 $9.60 NA Online Metals 
Casing Hinged 
Side,  
12'' x 12'' x .060'' Thick 
Sheet Steel $9.60 1 $9.60 NA Online Metals 
Casing Front 
36"x12"x.060'' Thick 
Sheet Steel $13.36 1 $13.36 NA Online Metals 
Handle 
Pull Handle with 
Threaded Studs $12.60 1 $12.60 11665A6 McMaster-Carr 
Impact Resistant 
Foam 
.125'' Thick Tear and 
Impact Resistant Foam $3.34 7 $23.38 86095K41 McMaster-Carr 
Impact Resistant 
Foam 
.25'' Thick Tear and 
Impact Resistant Foam $14.38 2 $28.76 86095K41 McMaster-Carr 
Viewing Panel .125'' Thick Lexan Sheet $22.29 1 $22.29 8707K111 McMaster-Carr 
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Hinge 
3'' Wide Fence Hinge, 
360 Deg $3.27 6 $19.62   Home Depot 
Lock Combination Padlock $5.97 1 $5.97 1559A64 Home Depot 
Hinge Bolts 
18-8 SS Socket Head Cap 
Screw, #8-32, .25'' Long $5.56 
1 
pkg $5.56 96006A614 McMaster-Carr 
    TOTAL $188.62     
              
Motor & Gearbox  
Part Description/Stock Cost Per Qty 
Cost 
(total) 
Part # or 
SKU Vendor 
Kinetix Motor   $0.00 1 $0.00 NA JumpSport 
EverTRUE 
ET010 Adapter   $0.00 1 $0.00 NA JumpSport 
EverTRUE 
ET010-028   $0.00 1 $0.00 NA JumpSport 
EverTRUE 
ET010 Shaft   $0.00 1 $0.00 NA JumpSport 
Motor Mount 
Bracket 12"x36"x.065" Sheet steel  $12.47 1 $12.47 NA Online Metals 
Motor Mount 
Spacers 1" OD 2024 Round $10.61 1 $10.61 NA Online Metals 
    TOTAL $23.08     
              
    Gross Total $1,834     
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Appendix H: Design Verification Plan 
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Appendix I: Design Hazard Checklist 
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Appendix J: Design Development Supporting Documents, Including Matlab  
To develop design concepts that would fulfill JumpSport’s testing needs, team Bounce! began with 
basic ideation tools such as brain-writing and brain-storming sessions. Initially, all ideas, even the most 
fantastic, were considered and logged. Brain writing sessions involved team members sharing a piece 
of sketch paper so each team member could build on one another’s ideas.  Other ideas that were 
logged were those created by individual group members which were typically accompanied with simple 
sketches to convey design ideas. A brief prototyping session allowed team members to attempt to 
build physical models of early designs to test their viability. Figures 1j and 2j below show two early 
concepts modeled out of foam-core, rubber bands, hot glue, and other simple materials.  
 
Figures 1j and 2j. Prototypes of early design concepts with basic materials.  
After prototyping, the team performed several more brainstorming and ideation sessions. New ideas, 
as well as modifications of early ideas, were presented and logged. Ideation sessions also focused on 
solutions for sub-systems for the project. Figure 3j below shows initial sketches for how the team 
could improve the safety of the testing machines.  
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Figure 3j. Image of ideation for implementing safety systems into the testing machine. 
Nearing the end of the time allotted for idea generation, the team compiled a list of each idea 
presented, and applied a basic “Go/No-Go” test to each submission.  If ideas contained elements that 
were prohibitively expensive or large, or were simply not feasible within the scope of the project, they 
were removed. At this point, the team was left with 7 main design concepts. 
The first design concept was the most basic. Because JumpSport’s life-cycle testing machine is still in 
working order and successfully acquires the necessary data, the new design concept would simply be 
an ‘updated revision’ of the existing machine. Major changes to this new system would include utilizing 
a more powerful motor and corresponding gear box, and replacing the leadscrew fixture where the 
force gages are mounted with a sliding fixture to eliminate this cantilevered member. Otherwise, the 
general layout of the system would remain the same, while other smaller improvements, such as 
improved fixtures for springs and bungees and an updated data organization system, would be 
implemented. In this design, it was assumed that any Wurf Board testing capabilities would be a part 
of a separate machine. No layout sketch was created for the entire design due to its similarity to the 
existing machine, but Figure 4j, shown below, demonstrates a concept of a sliding mount held inside 
of either C-channels or T-slots. 
 
Figure 4j. A concept drawing of a sliding fixture that can be bolted down along a channel.  
The second design concept considered was a vertically oriented system that utilized a flywheel or gears 
and a bar-linkage system. This idea focused on translating the rotational motion of the motor into 
linear motion that would stretch and compress a spring. JumpSport’s specification for the maximum 
size of the machine drove this design – by aligning the key features of the system vertically instead of 
horizontally, space opens to include safety features and increase stroke capabilities. This set-up also 
most closely represents the design concept chosen by the senior project group that previously worked 
with JumpSport. This design has already been proven to work successfully. Again, changes would be 
made to the data organization system, and fixtures for springs and bungees would be designed around 
the fact that they would mount to a flat base. Figures 5j and 6j below show concept sketches for a 
flywheel and two-bar linkage system, and a gear-driven two-bar linkage system that also includes a 
Wurf Board compression station. The Wurf board would be tested by an electric actuator. The 
actuator would be controlled by a control box and a hand switch. 
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Figures 5j and 6j. A flywheel and two-bar linkage concept sketch, and a gear-driven two-bar linkage 
system with Wurf Board compression concept sketch. 
The third design concept was a power-screw-driven linear actuation system. This system would allow 
the motor to transfer power into a gearbox that would in turn cause a ball screw or lead screw to 
rotate. This motion would then cause a carriage mounted onto the power screw to move back and 
forth linearly. The carriage would be modified in such a way that it could be set up in multiple 
configurations. In one application, multiple mounting locations would be available for springs or 
bungees to be fixture. The motor and encoder would then actuate the carriage back and forth to 
extend and return the products undergoing testing. Alternatively, the carriage could support a stiff 
beam with a force transducer, and would actuate a set distance to carry out compression tests for the 
Wurf Board. The Wurf Board, springs, and bungees, would all be fixed opposite from the motor. This 
system would take up roughly the amount of space that the current system does, but it would be 
considerably easier to implement safety features for this system, such as protective casing because the 
power screw and the carriage are the only moving parts. Figure 7j shown below provides a brief sketch 
of the two potential configurations for this system. 
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Figure 7j. Layout drawings for two configurations of a power-screw driven linear actuation system. 
The fourth design concept considered was a rack and pinion system that would utilize a sector gear. 
The pinion would be directly driven by the motor and would control the motion of the system. The 
rotation of the pinion would drive the rack away from the fixed mounting location, elongating the 
springs or bungees. Because the pinion would act as a sector gear, the rack and pinion would eventually 
lose tooth contact with one another, and the rack would be pulled back by the elongated spring back 
to its neutral position before the pinion regained contact with it. The fixed plate would be set by 
mounting it into slots to accommodate different length springs and bungees. Figure 8j, shown below, 
shows the layout sketch for this design concept. This design did not plan to incorporate Wurf Board 
testing within this machine. Again, a compression tester for the Wurf Board would be designed as a 
separate machine.  
 
Figure 8j. Layout sketch for the Rack and Pinion design concept. 
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The next design concept considered was a hydraulic actuation system that would be suitable for both 
life-cycle testing and Wurf Board compression testing in one compact system. This design was inspired 
by the low cost Hydraulic Shop Press discussed in the background section. This design had two sub-
ideas. The first, shown in Figure 9j, would utilize two hydraulic actuators, both oriented vertically. 
One actuator would apply pressure to a Wurf Board, while another would run a spring or bungee 
through life-cycle testing. Both systems would ideally fit within the space allotted for one testing 
machine. The other idea, shown in Figure 10j, involved the combination of a purchased simple 
hydraulic system, such as the Hydraulic Shop Press, in conjunction with a vertical testing system that 
utilized a motor to power the life-cycle testing of springs and bungees. Again, this design would 
effectively fit two test machines into one compact system. The use of hydraulics in both concepts 
would eliminate the need for many parts, and would be simple to use for the tester.  
 
Figures 9j and 10j. Sketches showing potential set-ups for a dual-purpose Wurf Board and life-cycle 
testing machine powered by hydraulics. 
Another design concept being considered was a pneumatic cylinder actuation system. This concept 
came to fruition by brainstorming ways to avoid components such as a gear box that would deteriorate 
over time due to fatigue. Ideally, this system would utilize an air compressor that would sit to the side 
of (or otherwise away from) the machine. The life-cycle testing machines would have cylinders in four 
separate tubes that would actuate the springs or bungees in response to air pressure. It would be very 
simple to adjust the stroke length for spring and bungee testing.  This system would be easy to contain 
within some sort of safety casing because the pneumatic actuators would be fairly small, and would 
require very few parts to maintain. The same air compressor could power a Wurf Board testing 
machine, like the sketch shown below in Figure 11j, which would again utilize a cylinder to deliver 
pressure onto the product being tested. The cylinder could be mounted into an H-Frame or some 
other support mechanism. Although these two systems would be otherwise separate, it would be 
possible to make both testing machines fairly compact and suitable for office space.  
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Figure 11j. A sketch of a pneumatic cylinder actuation system applying pressure to a Wurf Board. 
The final design concept being considered again draws inspiration heavily from the existing design. 
Again, in this design, the current motor and gearbox would be replaced by newer products, a safety 
casing would be implemented, and data collection and organization systems would be updated. This 
design concept would be very similar to the first concept. The key difference between these two 
designs is that this concept plans to include a Wurf Board testing station below the existing system 
which would utilize the motor for power. Figure 12j below shows an idea of how this may be possible. 
The life-cycle tests and compression tests would need to be run separately in this design. To switch 
from life-cycle testing to compression testing, a two-bar linkage would be attached to the plate with 
eccentric holes that is rotated by the motor. The linkage would be constrained by a collar, so that the 
motion from the motor would apply only linear pressure to the Wurf Board.  
 
Figure 12j. A sketch of the existing life-cycle testing machine with a Wurf Board compression testing 
attachment.  
In order to determine which of the aforementioned concepts would become the leading design 
concept, the team utilized a decision matrix that was a combination of a Pugh Matrix and a Weighted 
Decision Matrix. Table 3 shows the decision matrix completed to select the top concept. In this matrix, 
the seven concepts that passed Go/No-Go were compared to the current life-cycle testing machine 
that is used by JumpSport. Along the top of the matrix, each design is listed in its own column. Each 
of these concepts was considered in terms of the design criteria laid out on the left side of the matrix 
under the “Criteria” heading. Next to the design criteria is a column labeled “Weight.” This column 
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determines the relative importance of the adjacent design criteria on a scale from 1 to 4. The relative 
weights were determined in conjunction with JumpSport – the most important criteria were 
determined to be Cost, Quiet Operation, and Safe Operation, because without meeting these 
specifications, the new testing machine will not be suitable for JumpSport’s office. The other weights 
were approved or provided by JumpSport, and were determined to be suitable by the team. This 
decision matrix assumes that each solution will improve the existing data organization system, reduce 
the calibration time required, and increase the number of test spaces. 
To use this matrix, each new design concept was compared to JumpSport’s current life-cycle testing 
machine in terms of the design criteria in that row. If a new concept was determined to more 
effectively handle the design criteria than the existing machine (such as costing less, being easier to 
use, being more versatile, etc.), it was awarded a +1 in that row. Conversely, if a new concept would 
not handle some design criteria as well as the existing machine (such as costing more, requiring more 
space, being noisier), it was awarded a -1 in that row. If the new concept and the current machine 
were determined to handle the design criteria equally, the new concept would be marked with a 0 in 
that row. JumpSport’s current life-cycle testing machine was used as a baseline in this matrix, so each 
row in that column contains a zero. The weight column was then used as a multiplier across each row. 
For example, if the weight of a certain design criterion was set as a 3, each value in that row would be 
multiplied by 3.  Weights for each criterion had a value between 1 and 5.  Once each concept had been 
completely compared to the existing design, the values in each concept column were summed. The 
resulting values at the bottom of Table 1j determined the lead concept.  
Table 1j. A Decision Matrix completed to select a lead concept. 
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Based on the results from the decision matrix, a power-screw-driven linear actuator was determined 
to be the most effective solution for JumpSport’s testing needs. This concept satisfied all JumpSport’s 
requirements, and could be compared to many machines that use similar technology. This concept 
would also avoid the problem of an unbalanced rotating mass, which contributed to the ‘clunking’ 
sounds of the old system. The elimination of a large rotating system would also contribute to improved 
safety - any rotating elements, primarily the power screw, could be easily covered to protect the end 
user from any possible pinch points and any failed spring.  The safety system could be comprised of 
a single, large Lexan/sheet steel enclosure which could be insulated to reduce sound.  Safeguarding 
measures and other safety measures including emergency stops were considered to accompany the 
system. The preliminary model below used a clear box to represent possible safeguarding features for 
future iterations of the design, but it was not finalized at the time of the preliminary design report.   
Since rotational motion was already being converted into linear motion, it would have been possible 
to implement Wurf Board compression testing by switching an attachment on the moving carriage. 
This feature contributed to the modular nature of the system. Additionally, the carriage could be 
designed to allow for testing of one or multiple springs or bungees. The encoder that JumpSport 
currently has would have allowed for speed and positional control of the system pending any 
compatibility issues with the motor. Because the motor and encoder would have directly controlled 
the stroke and speed of the test, a user would be able to input a motion function (like a sine wave), 
and not have to make physical modifications to the system (such as mounting fixtures to eccentric 
holes) before running a test. Figure 13j showed a conceptual SolidWorks model of the expected 
geometries of this system for spring and bungee attachments, while Figure 14j showed the system with 
Wurf Board testing attachments. 
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Figure 13j. A SolidWorks model of a power-screw-driven linear actuator, with a concept of a 
carriage capable of accepting multiple attachments for springs or bungees. A basic safety casing was 
also shown. 
 
Figure 14j. A SolidWorks model of a power-screw-driven linear actuator, with a concept of a 
carriage capable of applying pressure to create a compression test for the Wurf Board. 
From preliminary hand calculations of this concept, the design was centered around the R50, 
1.500x0.500 ball screw which was sourced Rockford Ball Screw, a company that specializes in linear 
actuation and power transmission through ball and lead screws. The cost of the ball screw was 
estimated at upwards of $170 for a 3ft length.  The ball screw was chosen over a lead screw following 
concerns about the maximum speed that the system would need to achieve, and heat generation 
because of poor lead screw efficiencies.  The ball screw would be driven by the Kinetix MP-Series AC 
Servo Motor that JumpSport currently has from the 2013 senior project group.  Calculations for the 
necessary motor torque and lead screw choice are discussed below and are included later in this 
appendix as published MATLAB code.  The supporting components that would be needed for the 
design also included a set of mounting blocks, which are the end bearing supports for the ball screw.  
The other major components of the system that would be purchased would be used to support the 
carriage that would be used for fixturing the springs.  These parts included sleeve bearing carriages 
that ride on a T-slotted frame as well as any necessary mounting hardware.  The sleeve bearing 
carriages would have allowed for the team to mount the fixture plate onto the ball screw assembly 
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while also keeping cost and complexity down, because the guide rails would have been constructed of 
easy to source T-slot framing. These sleeve bearings did have a maximum load rating of 90lbf, and 
there was some concern as to how the carriage would perform if there was a moment applied by a 
spring.  The sleeve bearing carriages had a UHMW (ultra-high-molecular-weight) liner that would keep 
friction to a minimum, but with a max operating temperature of 180°F there was some concern that 
this temperature would have been exceeded. At the time of the preliminary design report, the cost for 
this design was estimated to be about $2,500, but did not include the cost of the motor, controller, or 
any safety casing.  Also, please note that only Figure 13j showed a safety casing model. This is because 
the compression testing during Wurf Board tests will be more like a static test, and where the risk of 
catastrophic failure that is beyond the space constraints of the machine is low. In both systems, 
however, the team planned to include an emergency stop that will be away from the main system. 
This design concept was not without its drawbacks. Because this system was horizontally oriented, it 
would likely take up as much space as JumpSport could accommodate. This type of system also would 
have been difficult to service. Due to the way that the carriage, the guide rails, and the power-screw 
were connected, if one component failed, much of the system would have needed to be disassembled 
to reach and repair a part. For the same reason, this project would have likely been difficult to 
manufacture. More specialty parts would have been needed, and in-house manufacturing would have 
been more difficult for the team to accomplish. A critical part that would have needed to be 
manufactured by the team was the carriage, to provide JumpSport with a variety of options when 
loading springs and bungees. The most critical drawback of this system was the cost. Power-screws, 
and ball-screws especially, can be expensive. The ball nuts and mounting blocks that complete the 
system can be more expensive than the power-screws themselves. This system also posed some risk 
– using a power screw for this type of testing is not commonly done. In fact, the team could find no 
instance of a similar product that was used for life-cycle testing in industry.  
To ensure that this design would be feasible, many initial calculations were performed by the team.  
To start, the desired motion of the system was plotted in MATLAB and can be seen in the figures 
below: 
  
Figure 15j. MATLAB plots of carriage position and speed vs time for a 1Hz cycle 
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The next big area of concern was ensuring that the chosen ball screw would provide the life span the 
sponsor desired.  Using a lifecycle calculation for ball screws found in the ThomsonBSA Engineering 
Guidelines for Ball and Lead Screws: 
 
𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒 = (
𝐹𝑅
𝑃 𝑓𝑤
)3×1×106 Eq. 1 
Life = Ball Screw Lifecycle [in] 
P = Design Load [lbf] 
FR=Dynamic Load Rating 
fw= 1.2-1.5 Nominal Operation 
                               1.5-3.0 Operation with impact or vibration 
 
From this equation, it was determined that for the R50, 1.500x1.000 ball screw, there would be an 
expected life time of 1.7 billion inches.  The required life cycle for a machine that would run for 24 
hours per day, at 7 days a week, at 100 days out of the year, for 7 years was 423 million inches.  
Therefore, the factor of safety for the lifespan of the machine was determined to be 4.05. This meant 
the ball screw, one of the most difficult to work with and expensive parts of the test machine, would 
last the machine’s lifetime, if the machine was properly maintained and lubricated.   
From the MATLAB model that was created, the team found that the maximum speed of the carriage 
would be about 22in/s.  From that maximum linear carriage speed the team found the maximum RPM 
to be about 2300RPM using equation 1 shown below. 
 
𝑅𝑃𝑀 =  
𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥[
𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑖𝑛]
𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑[
𝑖𝑛
𝑟𝑒𝑣]
 
 
Eq. 2 
Using that same equation and the velocity function that was generated from the equation of motion, 
the team was able to plot the required motor speed vs time: 
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Figure 16j. MATLAB plot of motor RPM and torque [lbf-in] for a 1Hz cycle 
 
Once the rotational speed was found, the team then found the necessary torque output of the motor 
required to stretch 4 springs with a spring rate of 17.61 lbf/in over a 7-inch stroke which was roughly 
equivalent to the maximum design load of 500lbf.  The equation that was used to calculate the driving 
torque of the motor is shown in equation 2: 
 𝑇𝑑 = (0.177)𝑃×𝐿 Eq. 3 
  
Td = Drive Torque [lbf-in] 
P = Load [lbf] 
L = Screw Lead [in/rev] 
 
 
The maximum torque output required by the motor, if there were no reduction to the ball screw, was 
about 45 lbf-in.  This value exceeded the maximum continuous stall torque of our motor which is 19.3 
lbf-in.  If the team were to reduce the number of springs tested at any one time, moving from four to 
two springs, the torque requirement was decreased to 22.5 lbf-in.  Even with the required torque being 
lowered, the motor would still have been exceeding the continuous stall torque. However, the motor 
would have been well under the maximum stall torque, 53 lbf-in. This would still have allowed for the 
motor to cycle those springs, but at a detriment to the life span of the motor.  Two possible alternatives 
to the current motor, the Kinetix MPM-A1152F and MPM-A1153F, were presented because they 
have a continuous stall torque of 42.0 lbf-in and 58 lbf-in respectively, and are of the same product 
family as the motor that JumpSport is offering [Appendix I]. 
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These calculations seemed to lead to two options. Although a power-screw-driven linear actuation 
system turned out to be the lead concept based on the decision matrix, it would have forced the team 
into two possible options moving forward from the preliminary design report. Each would have 
required changing a specification provided by JumpSport. Team Bounce! would have either needed 
to purchase an AC servo motor that could provide much more power than the motor that JumpSport 
hoped to provide, which would have increased the cost of the entire project, or the team would have 
needed to set limits on the types of test that JumpSport could run with this machine. For example, a 
7-inch stroke would have been set as a limit for springs undergoing dynamic testing, while a 12-inch 
static test would still have been acceptable. Another example: if a 12-inch stroke was desired, the 
frequency that the test was run at would have needed to decrease, especially if the team desired to use 
the existing motor. The top speed that this system could have tested at larger strokes would have been 
1 Hz, and unfortunately this would have prevented JumpSport from reducing total testing time. 
Because of the uncertainties that this design posed, the second leading design from the decision matrix 
was also considered.  
The next highest scoring design was the concept that made the fewest changes to the existing system. 
In this concept, the Kinetix AC Servo Motor selected by the previous senior project team would have 
been used to power the system, replacing the current motor that provides less than .5 horsepower. 
This change meant that a gear box with a smaller reduction could have been used, which in 
combination with the new motor should have drastically decreased the noise that the system created. 
The newer motor would have also provided speed control, which the previous system lacks. The 
largest change that would have been made to this system was how the springs and bungees would 
have been mounted. The motor would have been mounted so that the fixture that cycled the springs 
would lay flat in a plane parallel to the table that the system rests on. This would have made the system 
much easier to package with safety features in mind. On the other side of the products, where the load 
cells are mounted to a fixture, the leadscrew would have been replaced by a sliding plate within C-
channels or T-channels. Bolt-down locations would have been in short increments along these 
channels to accommodate different length springs.  
Aside from increased versatility and the benefits the new motor would have provided, this concept 
was ranked the same as the existing model in all other fields of the decision matrix. Because of the 
similarities between this concept and JumpSport’s current design, which has worked consistently over 
the course of 6 years of testing, no hand calculations were preformed to verify system capabilities. 
Team Bounce! believed that by eliminating the current common points of failure, the life-span of the 
system would increase, and this system would continue to provide JumpSport with their desired testing 
results. Perhaps the greatest drawback of this system was that it would not have been possible to 
incorporate Wurf Board testing directly into this machine. The team planned to create a separate 
machine to handle the testing needs of this product – or, based on market research, would have 
recommend the use of a product such as the Hydraulic Shop Press mentioned in the background 
section. More advanced data acquisition and organization systems would of course have been added 
to this product by the team to meet JumpSport’s needs. A simple SolidWorks model of the proposed 
redesign, Figure 17j, as well as an image of the hydraulic press, Figure 18j, are shown below.  
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Figure 17j. A SolidWorks model of the second leading design concept, including a rotating plate 
parallel to the table, and a sliding fixture in a c-channel. 
 
Figure 18j. The Hydraulic Shop Press potentially suitable for Wurf Board testing [1]. Photo used 
from the Hydraulic Press selection page from Beileigh.com. 
As mentioned previously, this design would have utilized the Kinetix MP-Series AC Servo Motor 
selected and purchased by the 2013 senior project group, along with the accompanying motor 
controller. Re-using these selected parts would have reduced the cost of the design by at least $1,500. 
This motor and controller combination had already been proven to provide ample power and torque 
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to the system by the previous senior project team. The flywheel or rotating fixture would have been 
about 1.5 feet in diameter, and made of steel stock that would likely have been purchased from an 
online metal supplier e.g McMaster-Carr or OnlineMetals. It was designed to have tapped holes along 
the radius of the flywheel, increasing in distance from the center of the plate, to accommodate a variety 
of stroke lengths. The C-channels and sliding fixture would have also been made from steel. The C-
channels were 1-foot long with bolting locations every half inch to allow for adjustment for different 
length springs. In this design, it was important to ensure that the rotation of the flywheel would not 
have caused the C-channels to interfere with the motion of the springs. Team Bounce! estimated that 
for these three features, the total cost of steel stock would have been about $200. The method for 
mounting the springs or bungees into their testing spaces had not yet been designed. Ideas generated 
at the time of the preliminary design report included welded D-rings, eyebolts, or specialty parts 
created by the team. Steel stock would have been purchased to build the table. To create a flat surface 
that was at most 4’x2’, as well as welded-on table legs, the team estimated another $125 would have 
been spent on corrosion-resistant stock. If the motor was mounted vertically, as shown in Figure 17j, 
plasma cutting would have created a fitted hole in this steel stock. A polycarbonate casing would have 
protected users from loose springs, perhaps with hinges to easily access the system. The Hydraulic 
Shop Press HSP 10H has a footprint of about 3.75’x1’, and is 5’ tall. This hydraulic press is only $295. 
Based on current cost estimates, the total for these two machines was under $1000. With remaining 
money, team Bounce! would have been able to purchase easy to calibrate load cells, and multiple sets 
of parts as backup in case anything broke over time.   
Matlab Code Supporting Ball Screw Analysis: 
Team Bounce! 
Created by: C.Noone ME 428-05 02/26/17 
Contents 
▪ Take out the trash 
▪ System motion parameters 
▪ Ballscrew information and applied loads 
▪ Driving torque and RPM for system 
▪ Life cycle calculations 
▪ Critical speed (Nc) and critical load (Pc) of chosen ball screw 
Take out the trash 
clc 
clear all 
close all 
System motion parameters 
t(:,1)= linspace(0,10,1000); % time step [s] 
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S = 7; % stroke [in] 
 
% EOMs for 1Hz 
x1(:,1) = -0.5*S*cos(2*pi*t)+0.5*S; %[in] 
 
v1(:,1) = 0.5*S*2*pi*sin(2*pi*t); %[in/s] 
 
a1(:,1) = 0.5*S*4*pi^2*cos(2*pi*t); %[in/s^2] 
 
%Plots of motion,velocity, and acceleration vs time for 1Hz cycle 
 
figure(1) 
plot(t,x1) 
title('Position vs. Time') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Position [in]') 
 
figure(2) 
plot(t,v1) 
title('Velocity vs. Time') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Velocity [in/s]') 
 
figure(3) 
plot(t,a1) 
title('Acceleration vs. Time') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Acceleration [in/s^2]') 
 
% EOMs for 2Hz 
% x2(:,1) = 0.5*S*cos(4*pi*t)+0.5*S; %[in] 
 
% v2(:,1) = 0.5*S*4*pi*sin(4*pi*t); %[in/s] 
 
% a2(:,1) = 0.5*S*16*pi^2*cos(4*pi*t); %[in/s^2] 
 
%Plots of motion,velocity, and acceleration vs time for 2Hz cycle 
 
% figure(4) 
% plot(t,x2) 
% title('Position vs. Time') 
% xlabel('Time [s]') 
% ylabel('Position [in]') 
% 
% figure(5) 
% plot(t,v2) 
% title('Velocity vs. Time') 
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% xlabel('Time [s]') 
% ylabel('Velocity [in/s]') 
% 
% figure(6) 
% plot(t,a2) 
% title('Acceleration vs. Time') 
% xlabel('Time [s]') 
% ylabel('Acceleration [in/s^2]') 
 
%Reporting max speed 
vmax1 = max(v1) %[in/s] 
% vmax2 = max(v2) %[in/s] 
vmax1 =   21.9911 
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Ballscrew information and applied loads 
%Load information 
Wf = 20; % weight of the carriage [lbf] 
u = 0.2; % coefficient of sliding friction for carriage on guide rails 
Pmax = 500+Wf*u; % maximum load from springs and sliding carriage [lbf] 
 
%Ballscrew information 
D = 1.5; % diameter of ball screw- taken from rockfordballscrew.com 
Le = 0.5; % ballscrew lead [in/rev] 
Dr = 1.26; % root diameter of ball screw - taken from rockfordballscrew.com 
e = 0.9; % efficiency of the ballscrew - taken from Thomson BSA engineering guidelines for ball 
and lead screws 
L = 36; % unsupported length [in] 
D_L = 9050; % dynamic load rating [lbf] 
Driving torque and RPM for system 
Tmax = 0.177*Pmax*Le % Driving torque for the maximum load [lbf-in] 
Tb = 0.143*Pmax*Le % Back driving torque [lbf-in] 
 
for i=1:numel(t) 
RPM1(i,1) = (v1(i,1)*60)/Le; % Angular velocity of the screw needed [rev/min] 
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end 
  
figure(7) 
plot(t,RPM1) 
title('RPM vs. Time') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('RPM') 
 
RPM1_max = max(RPM1) 
 
% for i=1:numel(t) 
% RPM2(i,1) = (v2(i,1)*60)/Le; % Angular velocity of the screw needed [rev/min] 
% end 
% 
% RPM2_max = max(RPM2) 
Tmax = 44.6040 
Tb = 36.0360 
RPM1_max = 2.6389e+03 
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Life cycle calculations 
% from thomsonbsa, are to use the worst case scenario loading for our system which is Pmax 
Life_req = S*3600*24*100*7 % life required by the machine [in] 
% fw is operation factor for life cycle calc 
    % 1.2-1.5 Nominal Operation 
    % 1.5-3.0 Operation with impact or vibration 
fw = 1.5; 
Life = (D_L/(Pmax*fw))^(3)*1*10^6 
% Life = (2300/Pmax)*10^6 
FS_life = Life/Life_req 
Life_req = 423360000 
Life =   1.7155e+09 
FS_life =    4.0520 
 
 
 
Critical speed (Nc) and critical load (Pc) of chosen ball screw 
% End fixity factor for critical speed (Ccs): 
    % 0.36 fixed-free 
    % 1.00 simple-simple 
    % 1.47 fixed-simple 
    % 2.23 fixed-fixed 
 
C_nc = 1; % assuming simple-simple fixity factor for now 
Nc = C_nc*(4.76*10^6)*((Dr*Le)/L^2)*8 %[ipm] 
FS_Nc = Nc/(vmax1*60) %[ipm/ipm] 
 
% End fixity factor for critical load (Cpc): 
    % 0.25 fixed-free 
    % 1.00 simple-simple 
    % 2.00 fixed-simple 
    % 4.00 fixed-fixed 
 
C_pc = 1; % assuming simple-simple fixity factor for now 
Pc = C_pc*14.03*10^6*(Dr^4/L^2)*8 % Critical column load for leadscrew [lbf] 
FS_Pc = Pc/Pmax % Column buckling factor of safety [lbf/lbf] 
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%%Acceleration torque for 1Hz speeds and spring with highest spring rate 
 
k = 17.61; % spring rate [lb/in] 
g = 386; % gravitational acceleration [in/s^2] 
P(:,1) = x1(:,1).*k+Wf*u; % spring load as a function of time P(t) [lbf] 
 
for i=1:numel(t) 
    Tq(i,1)=4*(0.177*P(i,1)*Le); % torque [lb-in] as a function of time Tq(t) 
end 
 
Tq_max=max(Tq) % max torque [lbf-in] 
 
figure(8) 
plot(t,P) 
title('Load vs. Time') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Load [lbf]') 
 
figure(9) 
plot(t,Tq) 
title('Torque vs. Time') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Torque [lbf-in]') 
 
 
% for i=1:numel(t) 
% Ta1(i,1) = (a1(i,1)*(P(i,1)/g)*Le)/(2*pi*e); % acceleration torque [lbf-in] 
% end 
% 
% figure(9) 
% plot(t,Ta1) 
% title('Acceleration Torque vs. Time') 
Nc = 1.8511e+04 
FS_Nc = 14.0292 
Pc =  2.1829e+05 
FS_Pc = 433.1061 
Tq_max =  45.0535 
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Appendix K: Kinetix MP-Series Medium Inertia Motors Data Sheet 
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Appendix L: Mechanical Drawings 
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Appendix M: Rack and Pinion MATLAB Code 
Contents 
▪ Rack & Pinion Design 
▪ System Motion Parameters 
▪ Load Calcs 
▪ Motor and Gearbox Specs 
▪ Pinion Information 
▪ Final System Requirements 
▪ Lewis Bending Equation 
Rack & Pinion Design 
Chris Noone Team Bounce Matlab Code 
Clc 
clear all 
close all 
System Motion Parameters 
t(:,1)= linspace(0,5,1000); % time step [s] 
S = 7; % stroke [in] 
% EOMs for 1Hz 
x1(:,1) = -0.5*S*cos(2*pi*t)+0.5*S; %[in] 
 
v1(:,1) = 0.5*S*2*pi*sin(2*pi*t); %[in/s] 
 
a1(:,1) = 0.5*S*4*pi^2*cos(2*pi*t); %[in/s^2] 
 
%Plots of motion,velocity, and acceleration vs time for 1Hz cycle 
figure(1) 
plot(t,x1) 
title('Position vs. Time') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Position [in]') 
 
figure(2) 
plot(t,v1) 
title('Velocity vs. Time') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Velocity [in/s]') 
 
figure(3) 
plot(t,a1) 
title('Acceleration vs. Time') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
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ylabel('Acceleration [in/s^2]')
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Load Calcs 
Friction Force 
u = .05; % coefficient of friction 
g = 32.174; % gravitational acceleration [ft/s^2] 
m = 20/g; % total mass of table and load [slugs] 
n = 0.8; % efficiency of drive system 
F_f = m*u*g/n; % friction force [lbf] 
% Accelerative Force 
F_a(:,1) = (1/12)*m.*a1; % [lbf] 
% Spring Force 
k = 25.85; % Spring Rate for  [lbf/in] 
P_l(:,1) = 1.*x1(:,1).*k; % Spring Force [lbf] 
P_lmax = max(P_l) 
P_lmax = 
  180.9496 
Motor and Gearbox Specs 
T_m = 19.3; % Continuous Stall Torque of Motor MPM-A1151M [lbf-in] 
G_red = 28; % Gearbox reduction for EverTRUE ET010-28 
G_eff = 0.9; % Gearbox efficiency for EverTRUE ET010-28 
T_output = 0.9*T_m*G_red*G_eff % Max output of gearbox assuming we use only 90% of the 
continuous stall torque value 
T_output = 
  437.7240 
Pinion Information 
Pinion dimensions taken from McMaster 
aph = 14.5; % alpha, Pinion pressure angle [deg] 
bet = 0; % beta, pinion helix angle [deg] 
P = 16; % Pitch 
P_D = 2.5; % pinion pitch diameter [in] 
F_w = 0.5; % pinion face width [in] 
N_t = 40; % number of teeth on pinion gear 
Y = 0.336; % Lewis form factor from Engineers Edge 
% http://www.engineersedge.com/gears/lewis-factor.htm 
 
% Tangential Force on Pinion 
F_t(:,1) = P_l+F_a+F_f; % [lbf] 
F_t_max = max(F_t) % [lbf] 
% Radial Force on Pinion 
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F_r = F_t.*tan(aph*pi/180); 
F_t_max = 
  175.0419 
Final System Requirements 
Torq = F_t.*P_D; % Output torque required by g-box [lbf-in] 
Torq_max = max(Torq) 
 
w_output(:,1) = (60.*v1(:,1))/(pi*P_D)*28; % Motor speed [rpm] 
w_output_max = max(w_output(:,1)) % Max motor speed [rpm] 
 
 
for i=1:numel(t) 
Power(i,1) = (Torq(i,1)*w_output(i,1)*2*pi/(60*28))/(12*550); % Motor power required 
[hp] 
end 
figure(4) 
plot(t,Torq) 
title('Torq vs. Time') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Torque [lbf-in]') 
 
figure(5) 
plot(t, Power) 
title('Power vs. Time') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Power [hp]') 
 
figure(6) 
plot(t,w_output) 
title('Motor Speed vs. Time') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Motor Speed [rpm]') 
Torq_max = 
  437.6048 
w_output_max = 
   4.7040e+03 
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Lewis Bending Equation 
Equations taken from Shigley's 10th edition 
sig = (F_t.*P)/(F_w*Y); % Pinion bending stress 
sig_max = max(sig); % [psi] 
% Gear material will be AISI 1045 steel 
sig_yield = 65300; % [psi] 
FS = sig_yield/sig_max 
FS = 
    3.9171 
 
Published with MATLAB® R2016a 
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OPERATING MANUAL  
Python  Script – TeamBounceGraphingTool.py 
To give an alternative to manually graphing data, a short Python script was written to automatically 
graph data. To run this file: 
• Download a program that allows .py files to be run, for example, Spyder. 
• Open the program. 
• Note the line that says “test_file = ‘Oct17.csv’”. This determines which file the program will 
take data from. 
• Copy the .csv file name generated by the data logger that JumpSport currently uses, and set 
this as the new test_file. For example: test_file = ‘newjumpsportfile.csv’ 
o Be sure to keep the quotation marks around the file name. 
• If using Spyder, run the file by pressing F5 or by pressing the green play button. 
 
UltraWare Program – SeniorProjectIndex 
This program has been set up with some helpful starting values, but can be difficult to navigate. To 
run this program: 
• Plug the green and orange wires into the motor, the RS-232 cable into a computer with 
UltraWare Software, and the power cord into a 110V socket. 
• Open UltraWare and select “run existing file”, then choose SeniorProjectIndex 
• If the program has started after the Servo Driver has finished starting up, it may not 
immediately attach the motor. Go into Tools > Rescan to allow the program to detect the 
motor. See figure N.1. 
 
Figure N.1. UltraWare’s toolbar. Select tools, then select Rescan (3 options down) to attach 
the motor to an on-line drive. 
 
• Under “On-Line Drives”, an icon labeled “3K” should appear, representing the motor. Since 
the Kinetix motor has a “smart” encoder, it should automatically connect with all the correct 
attributes. 
• Indexing: Select the “3K” dropdown, followed by the “Mode Configuration” dropdown. 
Select “Indexing.” Indexing slots 0 and 1 have been populated to move the carriage about 1.5” 
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right (when looking at the system from the polycarbonate screen), and then 1.5” back to the 
left. See figure N.2, which highlights this information. 
 
Figure N.2.  Follow the drop down menus from 3k, to Mode Configuration, to Indexing.  
o Note that the indexing is in “absolute” mode. This means that these distances are 
based on the counts of the encoder. To use the “absolute” mode, the “Homing” 
feature must also be used. 
o A second note: on the right side of the Indexing Screen, there is a button for the 
“indexing control panel”. This is good for trouble-shooting.  
 
• Homing:  In the same dropdown menu, directly under “Indexing”, there is an icon for 
“Homing”. This section tells the motor to respond to the limit switch associated with 
“Homing” by setting the motor counts equal to zero, and moving the carriage back about 3 
inches (Offset Move Distance) after the counts are re-set. See Figure N.3 for details. 
o With this configuration, the user must manually cause the motor to home. To change 
this, change the “Auto Start Homing on Enable” to “Active.” 
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Figure N.3. Homing function details. 
• Encoders: Use this menu to change the interpolation resolution, as discussed in the Design 
Verification section of this report. See Figure N.4 for details. 
 
Figure N.4. Under 3K, select the Encoders menu to change the Motor Encoder Interpolation. 
• Digital Inputs: The digital inputs tab allows the user to assign physical objects, like buttons 
for E-stops or limit switches, to cause actions in the program. In the list in Figure N.5: 
o  Input 1 is associated with the E-stop 
o  Input 2 is associated with a Homing button (or for now, connecting the wires to 
simulate a button) 
o Input 3 is associated with a Start button (or for now, connecting the wires to simulate 
a button) 
o Input 4 is associated with the Homing Limit Switch 
o Inputs 5 and 6 should be associated with the polycarbonate safety limit switch, and the 
overtravel limit switch. Due to time constraints, these were not implemented.  
The “Status” list at the bottom of Figure N.5 shows lightbulbs, which indicate if the input 
listed above is on or off. For example, when the E-stop is connected but not pressed, the 
status of Input 1 will appear as a yellow bulb, for on. When it is pressed, the lightbulb will 
return to gray.  
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Figure N.5. The Parameters list (top right) shows what inputs have been assigned to tasks. The 
Status list (bottom middle) shows whether the inputs are active or inactive.  
• Faults: If there is an error in the system, the motor will become disabled. If suddenly the 
motor is not responding, check the faults list. This may be due to overheating, encoder error, 
or a variety of other faults. See Figure N.6 for details.  
o The status/value list will show what fault the motor has incurred. The fault that has 
occurred will have an illuminated lightbulb next to it. 
o To clear the error, click “Clear Faults” on the right side. For many issues, like encoder 
errors or motor thermal issues, try lowering the speed of the motor after clearing faults. 
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o  
Figure N.6. Fault information. The Status/Value list shows what fault has occurred. “Clear Faults” 
will clear the most recent errors. 
• Another note: If at any time, everything appears to be working, but the motor will not run, 
check the master “Drive Enable” button in the tool bar. See Figure N.7.  
 
Figure N.7. Don’t forget to check the master Drive Enable!  
 
For any references, see the manuals written by Allen Bradley for the Ultra3000 Digital Servo 
Drivers, particularly the integration manual.  
